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Mandala Dismantled Monday Committee Evaluates

Study Abroad Options

APR1ENNE GAFFNEY
STAFF WRITER

Abi Moldover

After two weeks of work creating the mandala in Garmany Hall at Austin Arts, the visiting Tibetan nuns dismantled the creation on Monday at noon. The process was
broadcast into Goodwin Theater over closed-circuit television. Those interested were
able to join the nuns at the Charter Oak Landing where they scattered the sand into
the river.

The opportunity to study
away while at Trinity is considered by most to be a fundamental aspect of their college education. In order to ensure that this
is indeed the case, the school's
Global Education Advisory
Committee and its smaller steering committee has been working
to revaluate the system in place.
Their findings resulted in a proposal that will be submitted to
the Curriculum Committee in
the near future.
The Steering Committee is
made up of Dario Euraque,
Associate Professor of History
and International
Studies;
Suzanne Gleason, Assistant
Professor of Economics; James
Hagen, Assistant Director of
Corporate and Foundation
Relations; Katherine Lahti,
Associate Professor of Modern
Languages and Literature;

Michael Niemann, Associate
Professor
of International
Studies; Susan Pennybacker,
Associate Professor of History;
Lisa Sapolis, Associate Director
of International Programs;
James Wen, Associate Professor
of Economics and International
Studies;
Diane
Zannoni,
Professor of Economics; and
Chair Nancy Birch-Wagner,
Dean of International Programs
and Graduate Studies. The team
evaluated the 117 programs currently in existence against criteria that they had established.
They wanted to ensure that
the programs were adequately
rigorous, had a history of student
interest, did not duplicate other
programs, gave meaningful
opportunities, and made connections to the students' education.
Programs are expected to be
fully accredited, not overlap
with other programs offered in
see STUDY on page 8

etting Schooled A Chat with Chris Wooi
y Sixth Graders
SAM JOHNSON
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

Sam Johnson conducted a
LISA S A N PASCUAL
.on.
FEATURES EDITOR
Sometimes our interactions free-wheeling interview with
"There was once a book
are just plain funny; take this con- Chris Wood while Chris was getcalled All about Mysteries," were
versation I once had with Gabbie. ting ready for Medeski, Martin,
the words penciled neatly on
Pointing at a map, I told her that and Wood's new tour, which will
wide-ruled loose leaf. "When you
the area between the Tigris and include a special gig at Trinity:
open her up to read her stories she
Euphrates rivers is called the Who: Medeski, Martin & Wood
What: Workshop and Concert in
would dance because she is
Fertile Crescent.
happy. When you put her back on
"How does this look like a the "Inside the Music" series
When: Monday, February 21st.
the shelf she starts crying. But
crescent?" she snapped.
when you pick her up, she starts
I blinked and looked at the Workshop: 4:30-6 pm. Concert:
dancing again."
map, realizing she had a point. I 8 pm.
"Um ... well ... I guess if you j Where: Vemon Center
The author of this poem is a
kind of turn it to the side, it sort of j
girl we'll call Katie, an 11-yearTrinity Tripod: You guys
looks like a half-moon ..."
| have been around since the early
old student at the Hartford
Magnet Middle School. Katie has
"They got issues," she said, j 90's, how has the touring experia hard time remembering the forPart of her homework was to ence changed over that time?
mula for density, but writes brilrecreate that map of Ancient
Chris Wood: Well I could
liantly when asked to personify
Egypt. I told her that the first answer that question a lot of difan inanimate object for her
thing to do was create a legend - j ferent ways. We started off in a
English class.
and she drew one in three dimen- \ van, touring around, sleeping on
sions. She redrew the map j people's floor when we were
This was an assignment compainstakingly in all its contours :younger. And it was a real slow
pleted by one of my mentees on
and filled it in with brilliant j build because we didn't have a
my first day with the Vision
Crayola colors.
record deal when we started. So
Academic Mentoring Program
She does not, however, have we put out our own first record
(VAMP). For the past three weeks
such an easy time with mathemat- and were just getting booked in
I've been mentoring two sixthgrade girls from 3-5 p.m. on ics. One afternoon, activity time these little places that would book
had already started, and this time an unknown band. Like little cofTuesdays and Thursdays, for one
the kids were making Valentine's fee shops and alternative rock
hour of homework and one hour
Day cards out of markers and clubs and wherever we could
of "activity time" which includes
construction paper. But Gabbie play. And we started to build a
activities such as watching videos
refused to start her activity until i following that way, little by little.
or doing arts and crafts.
she got the multiplication process j And I think the word spread that
My two mentees - we'll call
down-pat. As she wrote out each | way. People would tape shows
them Katie and Gabbie - are
problem, the pencil pressed hard ! and spread that around. But every
polar opposites of each, other:
and determined against the paper, | time we came back to a town
while Gabbie is loud, bubbly and
Gabbie's eyes began to well with j there would be more people. So
assertive, Katie is timid, soft-spotears.
we progressed from the van to an
ken, and dreamy. But they're both
RV with a trailer and slowly
extremely sweet girls, they both
see MENTOR on page 14
added equipment. John [Medeski]
just want someone to root them

started buying new keyboards,
well old keyboards (new to him
though) and it slowly progressed.
I think that was the nice thing and
what's made it easy since there
was a slow build. I feel sorry for
some bands when their dream
comes true and they become an
over night success but then they
have to releara how to live your
life all of the sudden. So for us it
was slow and I think that was
good for us and good for the
music. And now we tour in busses
and fly around to different countries and it's great, you know, it's
been gradual; it's still changing
and building.

TT: Now that' you guys are
able to travel on a tour bus and
enjoy more "luxurious" tour

accommodations, how have your
live performances have been
affected?
CW: Well, everything affects
our performances so it's hard to
separate it to just that. Sometimes
we talk about it, there is a connection. When you feel too comfortable, sometimes it's different.
It's not good or bad but it's definitely different. For example,
when we're playing just .a really
crappy little club, sometimes the
best music happens at places like
that because you really just don't
care. And there's something magical about that, that's what creates
good music. So sometimes it's
harder to feel that when you are
see MEDESKI on page 18
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Last Friday Arthur Miller, one of the most influential playwrights of the twentieth century, died at the age of 89. While I have always admired Miller's plays, the news of his death affected me in large part due to a lesson I learned from seeing him speak my junior year of high school.
It is a lesson I am compelled to write about because I feel it is one the Trinity community could
benefit from reading.
Miller came to speak at Yale in the November of my junior year of high school, and I was
encouraged to attend by one of my favorite teachers. The minute he entered the Yale Art Gallery
lecture hall I felt ashamed that I had almost let a night of homework and a three hour wait in line
prevent me from hearing him speak.
The points that this tall, unassuming playwright made during his visit to Yale are hazy at
best in my memory today. However, the realization of how important attending lectures, exhibits
and other events that bring one closer to the artist or their work has never faded.
A jjerfect example of this is the sand Mandala which ended yesterday after having been
on display for two weeks in Garmany Hall. Although many made the trip to Austin Arts Center to
see this beautiful expression of peace, I learned after speaking with a friend who works there that,
like many Trinity events, it was not attended as well as it should have been. Many of those in
attendance had to either be convinced or strongly encouraged to attend or had come back repeatedly.
We go to a school that brings in some of the most fascinating and world-renowned experts
in a wide range of fields, particularly in the Human Rights Department, a Trinity program that is
the first of its kind in the country. There are many factors that contribute to poor attendance at
these events, including scheduling conflicts with classes and other events, inadequate publicity, as
well as sheer lack of interest and motivation on the part of Trinity students, faculty, staff and
administration. I myself have missed countless opportunities to benefit from the many events that
Trinity sponsors each week, knowing very well that I have yet to regret any time that I have made
the small commitment of time and effort required to attend.
Another possible explanation is that the wrong events are being brought to Trinity to
serve the needs and interests of students, A way to remedy this might be to analyze which types
of events draw the greatest and most widespread audiences and to adjust our scheduling accordingly.
I encourage everyone to pay attention to e-mail notices, signs posted around campus and
schedules stuffed into your mailboxes. They call attention to the many opportunities on campus
that have the potential to inspire and make memories that will extend beyond the classroom and
your four years here.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
College in Hartford, Conn.
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondence to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100
Visit our website at www.trinitytripod.com
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Business Office
(860) 297-2584
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be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an
attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
Tripod. The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity and/or brevity.
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This Saturday, while I was out
trying to have a good time, I had
the pleasure of being harassed by
an individual who identified himself as an AD brother.
Apparendy, they've decided that
drunken threats are an appropriate
way to communicate their feelings about my last Tripod article.
You might remember the article;
it's the one where I chastised the
administration for not booting the
frat off campus. I guess I was
wrong. After all, any group
whose members are nice enough
to call me a "pussy" and a "faggot" deserves to be on campus.
When will I learn?
Homophobia and misogyny
are huge problems on this campus, and it seems like they're
institutionalized in some of the
Greek organizations. This is not
going to change unless the students work actively to change it.
Sure, some Greek organizations
seem big and scary. I've heard
time and time again that Raether
used to be a Psi-U brother and
that Funston used to be an AD
brother, so there's nothing anyone
can do. Honestly, that's just not
true.
Very few Trinity students

actually agree with this sort of
language and the behavior that
goes along with it, so why do we
put up with it? Instead of leaving
it up to the administration, why
not hold a referendum on offending institutions? The student
body should be able to decide
who is recognized by the College,
not wealthy trustees or lenient
administrators. Why do you want
a student who is willing to use
hate speech representing you?
That's what a recognized Greek
organization is: a representation
of the College. Every time a tour
guide uses AD's name or a
College pamphlet recognizes the
fraternity, you're being personally embarrassed.
The College continues to give
its affirmation to AD through
recognition. Recognition is the
implicit approval of an organization. A suspension is relatively
unimportant to an organization
like AD. They'll continue to meet
and probably pledge members
secretly. In the end, nothing is
affected and the campus continues to have to deal with the poor
behavior of brothers.
Sincerely,
James Stevens '05

Many Factors Affect
High Textbook Cost
AMY SHACKELFORD
EDITOR-lN-CHIEF '96
I am writing in response to
last week's article by Adrienne
Gaffney entitled, "PIRGs Release
Textbook Survey."
I am a 1997 graduate of
Trinity College and I am now an
employee of a publisher of higher
education texts. Believe me, I

he replied, "It's a major contribution."
"•- -- i _•_.,.
Now that I have been working
in this industry for about seven
years, I understand how it all
works and, believe me, PIRG's
release only covers part of the
issue facing higher educational
publishing.
Yes, there is a reason text-

Yes, there is a reason textbooks are so
expensive and it's not because publishers
are greedy, capitalist pigs ...
never expected or dreamed about
working in this industry, but the
truth is, I never knew what this
industry was about until I was
hired into it.
I remember being an undergraduate at Trinity and one day in
class, my English professor
brought a huge box into our classroom and proceeded to remove
several books from it. I asked •
him if he ordered the books and
he said, "No, publishers just send
them to us for free." I asked him
if that's why professors have so
many books in their offices and

books are so expensive and it's
not because publishers are
greedy, capitalist pigs that want to
rob poor students blind. Yes, publishing companies are for-profit
organizations and, therefore,
behave like one.
College is not public high
school. You aren't given wornout, marked-up editions of textbooks and told to sign your name
in them after covering them in a
used paper bag. They are part of
a student's educational career,
see STORES on page 5

TF A IL
PT hates Valentine's Day. PT went to see Casablanca alone. But
thanks to all of PT's friends for not even giving PT a consolation
prize (read: Carnation Gram). But PT's not bitter. Really
Britney Spears wins a
™ as h e r ^sband jealous? He
Grammy for "dancing." t t d ° e S n l W e a r t h o n S s o u t s i d e Hs
pants, what does he expect?
Mather reserves a.
Because PT's idea of romance is
"Couples Only" section
f dinner at Mather with cheesy
forV-Day.
80s love songs.
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Read the Fine Print
For 'Napster To Go'
JOHN-ROBERT LAPORTA
OPINIONS WRITER
Your favorite high school illegal music file sharing company,
Napster, has recently started a
new subscription^based service
(called Napster To Go) to provide
you with legal music. There has
been a Napster pay-per-download
service available for some time
now for 99 cents per song.
However, this service has suffered due to the intense competition from Apple's iTunes Music
Store, fueled by the success of the
company's iPod music player.
This new Napster subscription
service allows you to pay 15 dollars a month and transfer an
unlimited amount of music to a
variety of MP3 players. Sounds
like a pretty good deal, right? No,
it really isn't at all.
The catch with this new music
service is that the instant you stop

paying your $15 a month membership fee, all of the music that
you have downloaded under the
service instantly stops working.
Period. You could have downloaded thousands upon thousands
of songs, but none of them are
really yours to keep. You simply
"rent" the music, and have access
to it as long as you pay. Another
catch which will surely deter
those who still like using their
stereo and car CD players: you
can't burn these songs. No CDs
can be made with any of the
music you rent from Napster.
Also, if you just got that spiffy
new iPod or iPod mini for
Christmas, don't plan on using it
with Napster. Apple has denied
other companies access to the
iPod, so there is no way for you to
get any of this rented music to

$\J? POS&C* T O DO

see DIGITAL on page 4

Culture War Fades in Ads Alpha Delta Phi
Super Bowl Commercials Do Not Demonstrate Bipartisan Divide Defends Actions
D R E W SAMUELS
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

If the Super Bowl were on a
weeknight, the day of the game
would surely be a national holiday. Approximately 86.1 million
Americans, from red and blue
states alike, watched the New
England Patriots defeat the
Philadelphia Eagles on Feb. 6. It
is tempting to look at the
pageantry surrounding the game
and the advertisements playing
throughout the broadcast to get
some sense of what American
popular culture is like today.
What the Super Bowl illustrates,
however, is that the prominence
of a so-called "culture war" is
exaggerated.
For proponents of the "culture
war" theory, the argument goes
something like the following: the
real divide in this country

he argued that liberals were winning this culture war because of
trends in mainstream media. To
paraphrase one of his examples,
Rich stated that while Fox News
was the most conservative cable
news network, network programming on Fox (such as a reality television show about parental testing called "Who's My Daddy?")

What the Super Bowl illustrates, however, is that the prominence of a so-called
"culture war" is exaggerated.
displayed few so-called "conservative values."
The 2004 Super Bowl was
cited by many critics as an example of liberal hedonism and a conservative response as Justin
Timberlake
exposed
Janet
Jackson's breast in the infamous

The spectacle surrounding the game was
bipartisan (or really not partisan at all)...
between liberals and conservatives is not based on disagreements on policies like schools and
health care, but instead is based
on differences on "moral issues,"
such as those related to religion.
Conservative supporters of this
theory point to the 2004 election
to show that "conservative values" are now controlling the
country. Frank Rich articulated a
more sophisticated view in a Nov.
14 New York Times editorial when

by the fact that Terrell Owens was
at the center of media attention
during the week. Earlier in the
season, Owens was part of a
Monday Night Football teaser
with Nicolette Sheridan, where he
pretended to expose himself to
the "Desperate Housewives"
actress, who leapt into his arms.
There were more outcries from

"wardrobe malfunction" incident
during the halftime show. The
outcry to this incident was so
severe that it was cited as one of
the reasons that President Bush
defeated John Kerry and that the
conservatives were now ''winning
the culture war." The sense that
this year's Super Bowl would
have some kind of conservative
cultural response to last year's
(the NFL publicly condemned the
halftime show) was heightened

conservatives to this 30-second
television spot.
One could reasonably assume
that the NFL and Fox would react
to these incidents by making the
Super Bowl outwardly conservative in terms of the pageantry surrounding the game and the choice
of advertisements that the network chose to play. This was not
at all what happened. The spectacle surrounding the game was
bipartisan (or not really partisan
at all), and the famed Super Bowl
ads, as usual, were refreshingly
apolitical, perhaps reflecting the
American consumer.
The NFL and Fox chose to
display the military during a time
when the United States is at war,
but not to glorify the Bush administration's conservative agenda.
The national anthem was sung by
Army, Navy, and Air Force
see SPORTS on page 5

COLEY PARRY
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Throughout the course of this
year the Alpha Delta Phi organization has been the subject of several Opinions articles in the
Tripod. Those of us in AD have
chosen not to retaliate to these

did AD "incite the aqtions of the
Trinity students who went to Yale
and caused massive property
damage?" The answer to this is
categorically and emphatically
"No." The student who vandalized Yale's campus did so of his
own volition, and upon his return

Those of us in AD have chosen not to
retaliate to these attacks because they have
been largely baseless...
attacks because they have been
largely baseless, and the writers
ill-informed. We at Alpha Delta
Phi respect the fact that any member of the Trinity community may
express his or her views about our
organization or any other organization in a public forum such as
the Tripod. We also understand
that the two writers of the five
opinion articles this year (Sept.
28, Oct. 19, Nov. 2, Nov. 19, and

he was immediately dropped
from our pledge process. The student had violated the Alpha Delta
Phi Code of Conduct that he had
signed at the beginning of the
semester that does not tolerate
any of his actions at Yale.
The article also called for a
student vote concerning the future
of the Alpha Delta Phi. It is clear
that there is confusion as to how
infractions are handled within the

It was, in fact, a vote by our own peers
that found us guilty and recommended a
suitable punishment.
Feb. 8) about AD and other fraternities are members themselves of
a non-recognized off campus
organization. The nature of the
attacks is obviously self-serving
and irrational.
In the most recent article,
"Frats Need Harsher Discipline,"
Feb. 8, the question -was posed:

Greek system. We were found
guilty by a judicial board made up
of students from the Inter-Greek
Council. The judicial board then
suggested a proper punishment to
the administration, which made
the final decision. It was, in fact,
see AD on page 5
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College Students Should Be Wary of Limited Lens
Restricted Worldview Prohibits Full Understanding of Contemporary Political Situation, President's Lofty Rhetoric
ALEX ZOLAN
OPINIONS WRITER

Recently I have become practically
obsessed with the frustrating idea that we
are restricted in our view of the world by
the narrow lens of our life. I can read and
learn about events that preceded my paying
attention to them, but there is simply no
way for me to really understand what it was
like to live through them first hand. And

than it was in 1776. And really, is it plausible to believe that our country is more
polarized now than it was in 1861?
I realize I oversimplify my point by
choosing some of the most pivotal and
extreme moments in American history and
using them as evidence. Yet I can imagine
some people who might disagree with me
about the relative importance of these earlier dates.

... I have no context in which to understand a claim
by a news commentator that this past election "was the
most important election in American history"...
since I am only 21, my lens is very narrow,
The truth is, I just don't know. I have
indeed.
no idea what the socio-political climate
That I can only view the world through was like at the turn of the 19th century, and
my narrow lens of life has many conse- I have- no idea what it was like to live
quences. First, I have no context in which through the Civil War. None.
to understand a claim by a news commenAnother consequence of having a limittator that this past election "was the most ed lens through which to view the world is,
important election in American history," or, I think, that it fosters an egocentric world
"relations between America and Europe are view. I would certainly like to think I live
worse than ever before," or, "America is in the most important and significant time
more polarized thac ever before." I've in history, but I learned from years of my
recently found myself • dismissing claims ' parents making fun of me (I thought I was
like these out of hand because they seem so the most important and significant person
sensationalist and devoid of any real mean- in history) that this type of egocentric
ing.
thinking is not always the most useful, or
How, for example, am I supposed to attractive.
believe that this election was more imporA third consequence remains even if
tant than the one in 1800, between Thomas commentators were humbly expressing the
Jefferson and John Adams? And our rela- relative unimportance of today's events. I
tionship with Britain, for one, is far better still could not really grasp how the current

Digital Music Comes

"national mood" compared to a time in the
past. Because I did not actually live
through the events in the past (such as the
civil rights movement), how can I reliably
use the lessons I think I have learned from
them to guide me in thinking about today's
problems (such as gay rights)?
Obviously the best way to understand
the socio-political environment .at a time in
the past is to read things written by people
who lived during that time. However,
sometimes I think only the best part of
events in the past have been remembered
and written about, depriving me of all the
potentially useful and instructive details
and leading me to some startling conclusions.
For example: I am a registered
Democrat. I think President George W.
Bush is arrogant and stupid. I hate the way
he looks and acts during interviews,

The books I have read about Franklin
D. Roosevelt and Lyndon B. Johnson make
me admire the strength of thek vision. The
enormity of the things they said, the idealism that made them such powerful and
effective leaders —-these are qualities I
think Bush (or, perhaps, his advisors) possesses. It is hard to miss the influence Bush
has. Even though areas of the world,
including our "allies" in Western Europe,
may rightfully resent and dislike him, they
have no choice but to pay attention to what
he does.
I don't know how creepy FDR or LBJ
were when they made their speeches; I
don't know if they seemed to be emulating
a preacher and not a president; I don't
know which interests and factions I would
think they were pandering to; and I don"t
know if I would have liked them or
admired them at the time.

But [Bush] has recently been saying things that I
cannot help but admire because he sounds like former
presidents I do admire, albeit through my limited lens.
speeches, and walks across the White
House lawn to his helicopter. I disagree
with many of the policies he would like to
see enacted. But this man has recently
been saying things that I cannot help but
admire because he sounds like former presidents I do admire, albeit through my limited lens.

My conclusion? I think it is important
to not only be aware of our limited lens, but
also to be wary of the consequences. It has
yet to be seen whether President Bush's
actions will be like those of FDR and LBJ,
and I, for one, am going to resist the urge to
applaud his lofty rhetoric even though my
limited lens tells me to.

Along tne -Long Walk...

with Long-Term Costs
continued from page 3

play on it.
Napster's Super Bowl ad for the new
service asks people to "do the -math" in the
charges associated with it versus Apple's
music store. So I went ahead and did a little math of my own.
Let's say I want to actually keep all the
music I get from Napster. That is $15 a
month for 12 months a year. Since I am 21
right now, and we will conservatively
assume I live until I am 80, that gives me
59 years of life left. Although this is a very
exaggerated estimate for my life, consider-

is truly ridiculous to me. Imagine if you
went to FYE down at the West Farms Mall,
and picked up a whole bunch of CDs under
some kind of monthly pay promotion they
had. Personally, I would be pissed if one
day when I did not feel like paying a
monthly charge anymore, FYE employees
walked in and said "Sorry, we need all
those CDs back." I am sure most of you
agree that this would be a very disappointing scenario.
Something else Napster fails to mention, obviously, is what is to happen if the
company goes out of business someday.

Don't be duped by Napster's promises of unlimited
music for fifteen dollars a month. You will wind up paying a lot more than that and get a lot less ...
ing my diet, many people probably will
live past 80 years of age. Calculating all of
that together, it will take roughly $10,620
to keep all my music for the rest of my life.
Napster compares this to the $10,000 needed to fill an iPod with iTunes Music Store
purchased music.
Not only is Napster more expensive,
but I do not think that I will even buy anywhere near 10,000 songs in my lifetime.
Many of us already own a whole library of
store-bought CDs. If you import these
songs and put them on your iPod as well,
then you aren't buying those songs at the
iTunes Music Store. Plus, any of the music
that I have purchased from Apple is my
music. I am free to make as many CDs containing the music as I want, and once I have
bought a song it stays with me forever.
Napster's entire ploy of renting music

That is entirely probable in the rest of my
59-year life span. Then even the dutiful
monthly subscribers will lose all of the
music they have accumulated.
True, there is the small benefit here and
there to some people who want to use this
service. If you just like to change the music
you listen to all the time, and don't play the
same song over and over, then Napster is
for you. Perhaps even if you just want to
sample a few albums before making an
investment in CDs or purchased online
music, one month of Napster may not be
such a bad idea. But other than these very
rare cases, my advice is simple: stay away.
Don't be duped by Napster's promises of
unlimited music for fifteen dollars a month.
You will wind up paying a lot more than
that and get a lot less for the money than
actually buying the songs themselves.

I lite it, because I get to spend it witk
tne girl I love.
— C^olin Adams 08

I think it s over-commercialized but I
think I m going to enjoy it this year.
— -A-sbley Plosky oo
f"

_ "^TJlf.

I don t nave a girlfriend so for me it's just
day when people wear a lot of red.
~ Erik J efferson 08

a

Xt s great ll you nave someone; it doesn t hf, •_, ,
really matter if you don t.
K • ft
~ Dana Bezoza o8, Tara xinucane 08,
™* '
:
Brittany Alvino '08, Rachel Xalentino '08

Girls don t want me.
— Keli Ross-^Ma'u 'o5

Compiled by Maggie Downing
Photos by Abi Moldover
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Dear Jimmy

. . .

Questions and Queries for President Jones.
Who h Your Hem*
I ha\e oiten been asked this question
o\cr the ycais and have never been able
to point to one single individual but to .1
small group ot a few individuals who
were literally transformational in rny life.
From my earliest years, as some who
have he aid me cm this issue before kimw,
one of the great lighthouses in my life
I u-Johnson
was our housekeeper in Atlanta. This woman had
worked for my family foi years, had stood at weddings, runerals,
birthda>s, happy limes and sad ones, alongside all (he res! of us.
When my brother and I were still in public school, we would come
home from elementary school and be told that we could not go out to
play until we had done our homework. We would grumble and pout
but we knew who was in charge and why, so we would race through
our assignments, do our "sums." as Ruby would stale in words that
had not changed in the South since the middle of the nineteenth century, copy our spelling, and then take our homework into the kitchen
where she would be preparing dinner to seek, her approval This
practice went on foi years and years We would be allowed.to go out
to play only after we had fulfilled our scholarly assignments to suit
this large African-American who governed our home. I was 11 or so
and my brotbei eight or nine before we reajized that she 1 ould not
read. Funds my brother and I have given over the years to support
rainoiity students have been gi\en in grateful recompense for this
extraordinary woman whose life demonstrated that wisdom was tat
more important than knowledge and thai lo*e was slrongci than
death I think she was the wisest person I ha\e ever known.
Alongside Ruby, I would point to two diffcicnt sets of heroes" the
first \ct being poiitual and teligious figures whom I greatly aJmiicd
along the way und the .second being a set lit teachers
An Inn Lcwnc.-of Columbia s Teachers College, brought out a
book many yenis ago entitled When Drrams und Heroa Die: which
[nt'i'^'d on what happened to our generation ulim slightly older thu.11
'!• v.vopty ot present day students' parents) 111 the early NMK We
i'< i" *i.ii" niercitully sunoundeJ by heroes. John 1- Kennedy. Mania
1
.:.•!... Kim;. Ir, V1!.:I Stevenson; I'leanoi Roos.e\dl: Robert
K." .~cw. Pope lohn AXUI. admired by Catholics and non Catholics
alike- <ui o^ei ihe world. TiAiis eongresiwoniun Baibaiu lonJan., nd
J
Jv:i i.itei world liguies siuh as Mother Tcics.i. Vie looked to these
ndnivliLtis 101 iiLspiuilion <mJ hope-. They seemed, oath ot them.
•I 'ir than life, individuals who weie making such a dilterence tin
u.^ ! W.EL-1 ot huniamiv that nearly CVCA one 1 kuew- iidmired Iheni
,.' '1; and liK'kcd U> the.m foi the piomisc of a better world
I e\;r,e\ book deals with what happened to us as. one hy oiie, liiej
suited disappearing fmm the stene' Mrs Ruose\elt dying in 1 % \
Stevenson in 1965, iFK assassinated in 1%3. Di King and Robert
Kennedy in 1°'>8, ete. I have iei.omme.ndod Lev me\ siudics
unhiding When Hope, and Feat Collide, -which treats 0111 present
V1L.J1.1iis1 genciation in a more timely fashion) to hundieds of mdiI1 i" >K i n the p;i%t My readers might vvish to have a glance at his
ITVi'IlES

n!,v second -.et of lighthouses would he ni> tcacheis. lliosc lndiudujh- in whose classrooms 1 have been privileged to sit and who
c*vr".:J >ny own path to want to replicate them in m> adult life to be
a ii iicht-r and a scholar. In graduate studies, my heroes were woild^•II'L.- ir.rwj'ectuaFs such as my thesis advisois Giut May and Otis
1
M .. ^ 1 rvimnbia University Jn collt-gc, my intellectual hero was
Ker-en ivnoTrime, the Robert]! Guidon Piolessoi ;eid my honois
tuL^i ui \\ s I jii.crs.it> of Virginia. In pre-p school, my heroes weie
thf" I..-.1 Hi >i>id f-icnch master Majoi Ferguson (who never once rose
fiom his dun dining class, who could recite Ovid and Ciceio iicm
heail without even j glance at the tcMbook wlnlc chainsmoking
Camels) and uur eighth-grade Enghah ui:»1cr Mrs. Alfr>rd *hn « J <
kmiwn to gencrauons ot boys at Georgia Militiirv Acadcmj as Lady
ALfoid and whose acquaintance w ith the great figures of Western literature w-as so intensely personal that she would letei to them in
class by then fust uames (e.g , Julius tor lulius Cacsai, Silas for Silas
Marner) It is a signal of thar importance in life that to this day I still
speak, to Lady Alford and Mr. Denomme about important matters in
my lite Their guidance and their counsel are privileges F do not take
lightly, four decades, and then «mc in Lady Altord"s case, Mnce 1
first ventured into their tlassi corns
Sonic yeans back, 1 asked JUV senior scmuicu participants who
their heroes weie Not surprising!), Iheirs were not public iiguies m
even religious ones (this was atter the scandal.-, had started to break).
Theirs were their teachers from elementary or high school and from
their collegiate experiences. [ would imagine that such is the ca.se
with those of you reading this column Never take your lighthouses
for granted.
. .-'".-

.Please send any quesftotis..for President /ones to
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Stores Win in Textbook Sales
continuedfrompage 2
whether the student chooses to
value that career or not.
But here's the rub: used
•books. I knb\/, as students we all
love used- books, and if we're
paying for our books ourselves,
we are drawn to a used book like
a moth to a flame. Take a

Also involved in the high cost
of textbooks is the instructor
materials that publishers give
away for free. Instructors get free
copies of the books, test banks,
PowerPoints, Website, etc. All of
this "stuff' is expensive and it's
given away free to the professor
when they make the decision to

It's easy to blame the bookstores, but they
are not the "bad guys." They are doing their
job, but... used books have their effect...
moment, however, to think about
how used books work.
The bookstore buys new
books from the publisher when
the book is first published. After
the first group of students use that
new book, they sell it back to the
bookstore. And, as we all know,
get very little for it. If you spent
$60 on your new book, you're
lucky to get $20 for it. Then, the
next semester all of those "lucky"
students in that same class get to
purchase a used text for $45.
That's a $25 profit the bookstore
just made. And they are the only
profiteers of that sale. The author
of the book gets: nothing. The
publisher who paid for the production and distribution of the
books gets: nothing.
It's easy to blame the bookstores, but they are not the "bad
guys." They are doing their job,
but the existence of used books
and its effect on the price of textbooks is greatly overlooked in
PIRG's release.
And when you look at how
the price of textbooks has gone up
dramatically over the years think
also about this: Books used to be
just black and white. Very few to
no pictures, no color, no accompanying Websites. Almost all
publishers DO now offer lowerpriced textbooks, on-line textbooks that are drastically cheaper,
but the truth is that the majority of
professors don't like them.
They want all the bells and
whistles and none of the cost.
That's like expecting to get a
Mercedes for the price of a Kia.

adopt a book.
At Trinity, it's not that big of a
deal because it's a small school,
but think about at UCONN where
there are 20 sections of Intro to
Chemistry and every professor
teaching needs a textbook and all

them.
I'll leave you with one final
question: If your professor uses
the textbook constantly and tests
out of it consistently, do you still
feel like the book is outrageously
expensive or do you value it more
because it is helping you succeed
in the course?
In the end, you, the student,
are the consumer. If you don't
buy the book, no one makes
money. Not the bookstore, not
the author, not the publisher.
Your opinion does count and if
you're curious about why your
professor is using such an expensive textbook, why not ask
him/her how and why they chose
the book?
Maybe their explanation will
make you appreciate the text

Your opinion does count and if you're
curious about why your professor is using
such an expensive textbook... ask him/her...
of the accompanying materials. It
gets pricey.
To sum up, I know this is not
a sexy industry or an earth-shattering revelation, but it does mean
a lot to those of you buying your
own books and, believe me, it
means a lot to us out there selling

more? And maybe your questioning will make them explore the
possibility of using a different,
cheaper book? Hopefully, if they
do decide to switch texts, it will
be one published by the company
I work for so that I can collect a
sweet bonus check.

AD Asserts Positive
Campus Influence
continuedfrompage 3
a vote by our own peers that
found us guilty and recommended
a suitable punishment. A vote by
students that do not have the
proper information would be
grossly irresponsible. The rules
have been set forth and enforced
by the administration, and we
have, and will continue to adhere
to them.
Alpha Delta Phi has always
tried to provide a fun, safe, social
outlet for its members and for
those that join us at our house on
the weekends. We have consis-

tently maintained a higher GPA
than most other houses." The minimum amount of community
service hours per semester that is
required of our members is higher than what the school demands
for a fraternal organization. We
don't want to leave anyone without material, so if anyone still
feels the need to write about the
Alpha Delta Phi fraternity, please
do some research and feel free to
concentrate on some of the positive things that we provide for
Trinity College, and the Hartford
community at large.

Sports Unite Blue and Red
continuedfrompage 3
cadets, and was much better than
the usual pop star of the moment
stealing the spotlight during what
has the potential to be a poignant
moment. Former Presidents Bush
and Clinton were on hand in
matching outfits, reminding us
that we should give to tsunami
relief efforts, and making us all
miss the 1990s. Paul McCartney's
halftime show did not represent
any Super Bowl organizer's plan
to appeal to a certain demographic but was instead a show performed by an artist who is generally loved by all Americans.
Advertisements during this
Super Bowl didn't promote any
kind of a conservative or liberal
agenda; instead, the advertisements were merely enjoyable
attempts to sell products. The best
ads required viewers to be fully

submerged in pop culture to even
understand the jokes. For example, a Pepsi ad showed P. Diddy
hitching a ride to an awards ceremony in a Diet Pepsi truck, and
the truck becoming popular with

popular culture, not some kind of
cultural divisiveness.
Thankfully,
the
media
response to the Super Bowl
focused on the game and on the
"official" Patriots dynasty this

The Super Bowl is ... an example of
American culture united around an event.
everyone from Xzibit ("this is
how I roll") to Carson Daly. An
appreciation of this ad required an
understanding of the way that
hip-hop culture now determines
trends in America. In my opinion,
the best ad was one for Fed-Ex
and Kinko's commenting on other
Super Bowl ads, which depended
on viewers watching previous
Super Bowls to understand. The
Super Bowl ads this year showed
America's love of television and

year, and not the halftime show
like last year. The Super Bowl is
not a liberal or conservative cultural bastion, but is instead an
example of American culture unified around an event. Three
months from the Presidential
election, perhaps conservatives
and liberals can look to the Super
Bowl for an example that blue
states and red states might have
more in common with each other
than a love of football.
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Influenza Widespread Hartford Mayor Perez Hosts
Throughout Campus Leadership Summit at Trinity
presenting similar symptoms and
who have had known exposure to
someone with influenza are also
Since students' return to cam- ill with the flu. "If you are sitting
pus after winter break, the Health in a duck pond, and you see an
Center has reported cases of animal that quacks like a duck,
widespread influenza and similar and swims like a duck, there are
illnesses across campus and resi- good odds it is a duck," reasoned
dence halls.
Burke.
Martha Burke, Director of the
Kristen St. Martin '06 started
College's Health Center and getting flu symptoms after the iniNurse Practitioner, tracked the tial outbreak and went to the
first dozen or so cases around Health Center to get checked out.
campus. "Interestingly no two of "The nurse practitioner asked
the first known cases were [liv- [me] to describe my symptoms

EVAN NORRIS
NEWS EDITOR
Trinity College and Hartford
Mayor Eddie Perez hosted a student summit on campus last
Saturday to promote the student
voice and develop leadership in
Hartford schools. Forty students
attended the summit, drawn from
Hartford Public High School,
Hartford Magnet Middle School
and the Sport and Medical
Sciences Academy. Joining these
students were representatives
from Trinity. St. Joseph's
College and UConn.
The Hartford schools in
attendance are part of The
Century Program, an ongoing
initiative developed by Mayor
Perez and the Foundation for
Excellent Schools "that helps
underserved students graduate
1
from high school and access,
,-. ^ . -ttj
•.*;.
prepare for, and succeed in colI lege by developing sustainable
partnerships between schools
and colleges," according to a
FES press release. Under TCP,
Liz Johnson
each Hartford school is paired
Thirty cases of the flu have been reported by the Health Center. with a college or university in
ing] in the same residence hall," and then took my temperature," Connecticut; Trinity is partnered
she said. Within the first month of said St. Martin. Given the symp- with the Hartford Magnet
the first diagnosed individual, the toms and already widespread Middle School on Broad Street.
Health Center has reported seeing cases, the Center prescribed a one
TCP, under a grant from the
approximately 30 cases of the flu. day's supply of Tamiflu, which Kellogg Foundation, began in
After the Center positively helps shorten the duration of
identified a cohort of influenza symptoms and lessen their severicases on campus, they released an ty. St. Martin had to then go to
advisory on the Trinity Exchange
and began to reason that students
EMMA BAYER
see STRESS on page 7
STAFF WRITER

DAVID PIETROCOLA
NEWS EDITOR

late 2003 with the idea to link
those schools with inadequate
resources to area colleges and
universities. Presently, there are
60 of these partnerships, Trinity
included. If all goes as planned,
40 more partnerships will be created this year alone. "Each par-

Last Saturday's summit was
held with a number of goals in
mind by its architects. "The goal
of the FES Leadership Summit is
to help students assume a significant and expanding role in their
education. The Summit reinforces my educational vision for

www.hartford.gov

Mayor Perez is an IDP graduate from Trinity.
ticipating school has selected for
TCP at least 100 students who
are at risk of dropping out but
who have the potential to graduate from high school and succeed in college," reads a press
release from the Mayor's Office.

Hartford students to raise expectations in the classroom and get
these young people to strive for
brighter futures," commented
Mayor Perez in a press release.
see HARTFORD on page 8

Half of Early Applicants Accepted

SGA Minutes - Feb.14
I. Apprirtcil
Minutes
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Trinity, like most NESCAC
colleges, has two rounds of early
decision. In Early Decision
Round I, applications are due in
November and decisions are
mailed out in December. For the
second round of Early Decision,
applications are due in January at
the same time as Regular
Decision but with a commitment
to attend Trinity if admitted.
Trinity's Admissions Office
hopes to mail out Round II decisions this week.

StKK'ttiru
<>l foiisliLuiKinal
Rev Lew
Student I-lie i!;id CVmmumly
Diivclnpini'Tit (\IVK\~ V. Suction
5 and'/)
•MKi'tiuv Policy 1 Article .1,
Section 4)
Tic Polio} for Klt-ciiOTis

Uu.ahV Report
AJd/Piop Pen nd
Lihri-ry Houi^
VIl.Aclimssiops and 1-inarK'iat
Aid t'umiiiilk't1 Ek-ciiiin-:
About 300 to 400 candidates
A. Anthony Riwy nominated
have applied Early Decision to
B Ben MiMor noimnatul
Trinity, and Dean of Admissions
C .Thu Daiili nominalfii; withand Financial Aid Larry Dow
draws ilui1 to tirof eoiii tioi
predicts that "we will admit
[). Aiiain I-iiif nom<iu*cd
probably
200 or perhaps a few
.Vli'ii'Mi to L-1I)SI: liio .sprulb.'rs ::sl. more."
motiitu passed
The admittance rate for
Motion lor a haud vine:
Regular Decision candidates at
inoiK n pshsvd
Trinity is about 30 percent; the
i Tliotc in i^vor ol AnlJiou>
Early Decision admittance rate is
Riloy; I ?
i
closer to half.
]i. Tho^c in favor of Adam
"Early Decision is very popu1'iiie; 9
lar
at institutions of this type,"
i«i. Thr><c in favor o! Bt:u,
continues
Dow. "With Early
MilU-i; 1
Decision, we are building the
Andiony Riley olcctcd u>

Niir.iu Revisions including rypns
TwttiHj I i \ c pact-lit o' Uw Sciuu.•\ppi o\ al Require J
Motiim tor Luvean to serve as
temporary
Parliamentarian;

Admission^ mid rinanetu! Aid
Cuinniiiuc
VUI.Announcements
;
Stnaior Finch
I
Representative Larsun:
;

S we? ring-In ol New .Senai-'rs
IV Cumm.'tfrc Reports
A. Hain7a"s Rcrw
B. Bumi's Repn'l
t". Hugh"-, 'i-puji j>o.<.lf)iincJ
D. DcJniuir'v Ri-porL
V. V'.L'I- Pivsidjm Reports

A. Roh's Re-oori
TJ Saki's R«-poi
•, J CoiistiliiUoKj' RC\'IJV.

foundation of the class with students who feel very strongly
about being at Trinity." Most
NESCAC colleges admit about
40-45 percent of their class early

Noa Landes

Admissions is currently reviewing Early Decision !i Applications.
decision.
Chelsea Naftelberg '09, a
student who just recently went
through the Early Decision..
process, visited the College over
the summer and reversed her
decision to apply to another
school Early Decision.
"I found out about Trinity
reading college books," said
Naftelberg, "I visited two more
times before I was positive that
Trinity was where I needed to
spend the next four years of my
life."
Cheryl Gerber '07 worked
"''with a college coach to decide
which schools would be appropriate reaches, good matches,
and safety choices." She decided

to apply to Trinity Early
Decision "because it would
greatly increase my likelihood of
being accepted when many
schools accept 20-40 percent of
their incoming class early decision. In the early decision pool
you are not competing in the
admissions process against people who are applying to the Ivy
league ... and using Trinity as a
safety."
Early Decision candidates are
seen as a self-filtered group "who
are interested in things — like
being involved in Hartford - that
separate Trinity in a field of colleges," says Larry Dow. In the
see EARLY on page 8
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Stress a Major Factor in
the Spread of Flu Virus
continued from page 6
CVS for the' $85 medication.
Widespread illness has also brought to
light the lack of insurance extended to students this season. In recent Health Center
visits, students who cannot secure free sample medications must either charge prescriptions to their tuition bill or go off-campus to local pharmacies such as CVS or
Walgreens.
Although a number of factors have contributed to the flu outbreak this season,
including a.shortage of flu shots, the common thread every year is consistently the
unique properties of a college community

alcohol and drug use can also weakerj your
body's defenses."
'
'!
Burke also stated, "Outbreaks of the flu
are common in residential communities ...
and usually happen in the Fall and Winter,
peak at about three weeks, and subside over
a period of three to four weeks." In regards
to residence halls, she noted, "It is not
uncommon for half of a residential community to become ill over time with widespread flu."
Symptoms of influenza include "rapid
onset of a high fever, runny nose, cough,
body aches, and malaise."' To treat severe
symptoms, students are usually encouraged

"It is not uncommon for half of a residential community
to become ill over time with widespread flu."
- Martha Burke, Director of Health Center
and students' habits.
Microbiologist and Professor of
Biology Lisa-Anne Foster, who is currently
researching the effects of stress on students' immune systems, agrees outbreaks
are generally worse in the college environment.
"Factors contributing to the susceptibility of college students include poor eating
habitsainohg most college students, as well
as not getting enough sleep," said Foster.
"These factors place extra stress on your
body making it more difficult to fight off
infections. Of course, smoking lowers
your resistance to respiratory infections and

to take over-the-counter medicines such as
Tylenol, Advil, and cough suppressants.
Occasionally, when cases are diagnosed
within 48 hours of the onset of flu-like
signs, the Health Center prescribes Tamifiu.
Since influenza and other viral illnesses
are spread easily via coughing, sneezing,
laughing, and even talking, the Health
Center began posting information last
semester concerning good personal hygiene
practices to slow down the spread of an outbreak. The posters encourage individuals to
cough into a bent elbow and to wash one's
hands frequently with sanitizers such as
Purell.

ERASMUS PRIZE
IN THE HUMANITIES
COMPETITION OPEN TO

Trinity's Semi-Annual Blood
Drive Set for Next Tuesday
On Feb. 22. Psi Upsilon and the Office of Community Service
and Civic Engagement will sponsor the blood drive in the
Washington Room from 9:30 a.m. to 2:15 p.m. Donors must be at
least 17 years of age with a weight of 110 lbs.
According to a press release, the Red Cross needs to collect
approximately 650 units of blood each day to meel patient
demand in the state of Connecticut.
Sign-ups arc- going on outside of Mather Hall all this week.

Students Start New Community
Service Group
The Amnesty group on campus is teaming up with national
organization Oxfam to create the Human Rights Student Action
Group, Jed by Lindsey Moore "06 and Mike Ayree "08. Moore lias
had extensive training with Ox I ant and the new group will be
connected to a network of 200 students al colleges and universities across the country. Ayrcc is involved with numerous community service groups on cimipus and is stud} ing human rights.
The group still has many leadership positions available and is
looking for input to mold its future agenda. Their first meeting, is
scheduled for Sun., Feb. 20 at 7:30 p.m. in the community service office.

Dodgeball for Tsunami Aid
Starting at 4:30 p.m. Friday. Feb. 18, there will be a dodgebaJl
tournament held in the Unit D Gym. Teams hoping to participate
will have to pay a M2 entry lee and winners suuid to win "half of
the pot, with the remaining half going to tsunami relief aid in
Southeast Asia. The event, which is open to all. is sponsored b>
Area-4 RAs.

Naomi Tutu to Speak at Trinity

ALL JUNIORS AND SENIORS

PRIZE: $1,000

The Irasmas Prize in the Humanities is awarded annually to
the Junior or Senior judged to have written the best
essay in the Humanities after completion of the Sophomore year.

The submission can be in the form of an essay written for a course,
or adapted from course-work, or one specially written
for the competition.
Qaestions? Email to
kermeth.Uoydiones@trincoll.edu

All submissions {three copies) to the office of
Modern Languages and Literature (Seabary 45)
by no later than 3 p.m.,
FRIDAY APRIL 8, 2005

The Trinity College Black Women's organization and the
Women's Center are sponsoring a lecture delivered by Naomi
Tutu, daughter of Desmond Tutu, in honor of Black History
month and Women's History month. The event will lake place in
the Washington Room on the second floor of Mather on Thurs.
Feb. 17 at 7 p.m.
Tutu, who founded the Tutu Foundation for Development and
Relief in Southern Africa, will speak on the racially reuse situation in South Africa. The event is free of charge and open to the
public. For more information contact Laura Lockwood at extension x2408.

Academically Incorrect Panel
Tackles Harvard President's
Controversial Remarks
Academically Incorrect, a monthly panel which debates important issues in today's society, will be discussing "Do Men Have
an Innate Edge Over Women When it Conies to Math &
Science?," a direct reaction to remarks made by Larry Suinrneis,
Harvard's President
Panelists will include Abbie Garrity '07, John LaPorta '05,
Professor Sarah RasMn, and Professor Din a Ansclmi. Professor
Mike Heaney will moderate, .
The debate will take place Wed., Feb. 16, 12:30 p.m. to 1:30
p.m. in Mather.
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Refined Study Abroad list Hartford Students Partner
to Go Into Effect for '06 -'07 With Area Universities

continued from page 1
the same city and in the same year.
Faculty must have adequate credentials as
determined by Trinity faculty, academic
standards must mirror those of Trinity
College, there must be a high level of cultural engagement, access to study facilities, and credentialed program directors
as well. When applicable, a requirement,
that the students gain a command of the
country's language is also desired. Their
research resulted in the suggestion to add
10 new programs to the approved list and
to remove 67.
Those added include locations in
Senegal, Morocco, Korea, Thailand,
Australia, Germany, Hungary, Italy and
England. Removed programs would
include sites in Botswana, Cameroon,
Ghana, Kenya, Madagascar, Morocco.and
Tanzania. This would leave Trinity with
60 total programs, 35 of which would be
administered by or affiliated with the
school. The changes, if approved, would
go into effect for the 2006-2007 school
year.
Chair Wagner, Dean of International
Studies and Graduate Studies, believes
that this review is critical, "there have
been many reasons for the initiative.
There has not been a systematic review of
Trinity's program list. We engaged the
GEAC with its 31 members in the initial
phase of the project and then the Steering
Committee continued with the culminating review. In prep to submit final list,
members of committees are consulting
with every department at Trinity."
The Steering Committee stresses the
importance that the study away experience augments and connects to the Trinity
education. This does not mean that it
must be related to a major or a minor but
there must be some continuity. They also
want to make it clear that students will
still be able to petition to attend a program not on the list.
Dean Wagner is confident about the
committee's work. "We have consulted

lots of faculty, who have been working
quite hard on this and we are very
pleased with the progress being made."
Students do, however, want to be
able to participate in programs that meet
their needs, without being arbitrarily
restricted. Trinity Junior Margot Koch
is currently abroad in Trinidad, and has
experienced the need for diverse
options. "I still think we need options,
although I do understand about re-evaluating easy programs. If they decide to
change their list of accepted programs,
then I think they need to take extra care
when considering student petitions for
non-Trinity approved programs," said
Koch.
"From what I understand, they
accept very little. In my case, I looked
into many non-Trinity approved art programs because they offered the experience that I wanted, whereas Trinity didn't. We are only college students once,
and chances are for most of us that the
opportunity to study abroad with support from our school and parents will
not present itself again, or if it.does, it
will be at a point in our lives when the
courses we want won't help us."
Emily. Cooperman '07, a student
member of the Curriculum Committee,
sees promise in the Steering
Committee's work. "While it may be
frustrating for students to find an
approved program to study away with
after they cut the list, it gives the school
a better idea of what the student is doing
and more confidence that the program is
up to Trinity's standards.
Cutting the list may also, in the
future, allow the registrar to give students in-residence credit rather than
transfer credit, which is included in
GPA." Drawing on her knowledge of
the programs available, Cooperman
urges future students that "if your first
choice isn't available, you should chose
another one and it will most likely still
be a great experience."

Early Applicants Enjoy
Higher Acceptance Rates
continued from page 7
pool of Early Decision candidates, Trinity
admissions officers "do find a good number of students who are interested in
Trinity and who represent a good match in
our minds as well."
A common misperception is that stan-

Larry Gluckman, the men's crew coach,
before applying to Trinity. Both "were
very friendly and informative," and each
"said they'd give a thumbs up to admissions."
The Admissions Department looks to
faculty and staff in athletics and arts for

"We want a good match but there is no prescribed
formula for the perfect Trinity student."
- Larry Dow, Dean of Admissions
dards for Early Decision candidates are
different or looser than for Regular
Decision candidates. There is a higher
admittance rate for Early Decision candidates, but many have already survived
several filters before applying: many students are in communication with athletic
coaches or professors in the studio or performing arts, who in turn, are able to
assess their chances of getting in, discouraging some candidates and encouraging
others.
Karl Baker '07 discussed.his art portfolio with Joe Byrne, the director of the
Studio Arts department arid met with

assessment and "invites them to convey
what impact a particular skill will have"
on Trinity's community, says Larry Dow.
"Admissions works on behalf of all constituencies."
"We want a good match," says Dow,
"but there is no prescribed formula for
the perfect Trinity student. The common
ground is wanting a student who will be^
engaged and explorative, and we hope to
find lots of different kinds of matches."
Naftelberg, a New Yorker, is excited
for the Fall semester and move-in: "DO
can't wait to be at Trinity and get my
roommate and be a college student."

continued from page 6
Perez, himself a graduate of Trinity
College, has been pushing his education
agenda for several years. In his State of
the City address, given last year, he proclaimed that "we must teach our children
that higher education is a goal that all of
them can attain ..."

College Awareness Blitz, a program
designed to reveal the intellectual potential in Hartford students and to reinforce
their desire to attend college.
According to Heather Lambert, a
spokesperson for the Mayor, "[Perez']
goal is to increase, by 25 percent, the
amount of Hartford kids who go to col-

"...you can reach out to younger people, encourage
them to study, to focus on work..."
- Rick Dalton, President of FES
Rick Dalton, the President of FES,
who has been collaborating with Mayor
Perez for two years, realizes that not
every student can achieve perfection, but
encourages young adults to understand
their role as leaders. "As a young person
you may not always get 95 percent [on an
exam], but you can have perfect attendance, you can be a good citizen, you can

lege." The leadership summit held last
week may prove to be integral in achieving the ambitious goal articulated by
Mayor Perez.
There are already signs that Hartford
student leaders are beginning to embrace
their new role as persons in charge. On
April 5, the Hartford kids will make their
way to Harlem, NY to lead their own stu-

"[Perez's] goal is to increase... the amount of
Hartford kids who go to college.
- Heather Lambert, Mayor's Spokesperson
reach out to younger people, encourage
them to study, to focus on work..."
Dalton, a member of the Mayor's Blue
Ribbon Commission, is not limiting the
presence of FES to just the leadership
summit. From May 6 to 9 the Foundation
will help sponsor Hartford's first Early

dent seminar among their own peers at
Wadleigh Secondary School. In this way,
the common dream of Perez and Dalton
that Hartford students not only absorb
leadership qualities but expound them to
their fellow students is quickly becoming
a reality.

Naomi Tutu, daughter of
South African Archbishop
Desmond Tutu
"Truth, Reconciliation and
Coalition Building for Gender
Equity"

February 17; 7pm. Washington Room
* reception follows lecture*
Co-Sponsors; Multicultural Affairs, Trinity
College Black Women's Organization (TCBWO),
Women's Center, Human Rights Program,
Department of Sociology, Office of the
President, Office of the Dean of Faculty, Imam,
Student Activities, Greenberg Center for Study
of Religion in Public Life, Trinity Women's
Organization(TWO), International Studies,
WMGS, Tutorial College, First Year Program
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Budget Cuts Threaten Financial Aid
grants, the office is going on a yearby-year basis in its financial aid
planning. She emphasized, "We are
The famed Reagan administra- not going to discontinue aid-blind
tion's cut-backs in aid to students admissions." the system Trinity has
have left many undergraduates at present moment in which a stuwondering whether or not they dent is admitted regardless of finanwould be able to afford the cost of a cial need.
college education. Not only can this
P.
Jerome.
Cunningham,
Fear be found at private, more Director of the Office at Wesleyan
expensive schools like Trinity, but University, a school which had to
also at state schools. The cut-backs drop its aid-bfind policy last spring,
have been made, but supplemental said that the change in policy has
grants have been legislated also, to not affected any entering freshman
try to lessen the impact of some of yet.
the original decreases in aid. The
His comment was, "We have
combination of these measures has not refused assistance to students
resulted in confusion for both stu- who are eligible; we have not
dents and financial aid offices, who changed the rules under which they
are struggling to make available ail are eligible. Very simply, what you
might call the reduction of availthe funds in their power.
Represeniatives at the offices of ability of funds, has simply meant
Financial Aid ail were in agreement, that the institution has had to put in
that the situation concerning grants more money."
and loans can change at any minute.
One form of aid which was
Anne Zartarian, Director of reduced significantly was the Pell
Financial Aid at Trinity, said. "We Grant program, which consists of
don't know what's going to happen federally administered grants allotnext year." She noted that this past ted according to the student's eligisummer a Congressional override bility and choice of college. The
of Piesjdent.S.eagan's veto of stu- Supplemental
Education
dent aid legislation has resulted hi Opportunity Grants (SEOG) are a
an increase to about S250.000 in block grant made to the college by
grant money from the federal gov- the federal government, the college
mmenl. She stated that the number then deciding the individual
of recipients of financial aid in this awards. Zartarian noted, "In 1980year's entering class is "pretty 81 Trinity students received
close" to previous years, but due to $267,000 in Pell Grants; federal
*••? very tentative nature of planned cut-backs reduced thisto$208, 000
STEVE. KLOTS '82
NEWS WRITER

in 1981-fe::." In this fiscal year, that
figure is awaiting the final payments schedule from the federal
government.
Jaqueline Foster. Director of
Financial Aid at Yale Universitysaid that at Yale, '"students arc
admitted without regard to their
ability to pay. Those who arc determined lo have financial need are
offered aid awards that meet their
needs." She continued, "Today it
(the change in federal policies) has
not affected our admissions policy,
so that admissions are still need
blind. This will continue for the
class of 1987. and for as far forward
as anyone here can imagine. We arc
firmly committed to that principle.
What is a bit different is that the
policy of meeting the full demonstrated need of those that are admitted is one that will have to be
reviewed every year, in conjunction
with the financial obligations and
commitments of the college." She
added "We will continue to meet
the full need for the class of '87, but
will have to look at it again before
we decide anything for the class of
'88."
According to Foster, about 42
percent of the class of 1986 was
awarded some financial aid in the
form of work-study or grants, with
an unknown additional percentage
receiving loans of some sort.
Although the percentage was closer
to 46 percent last year, Foster noted

that the "number of students apply.ing for admissions who were applying for aid was down." She noted
that this might mean that people
aren't applying because they consider the cost of an expensive education beyond their reach, but that
the class of '85 was an unusually
high aid year.
Fpsjer concluded that "It certainly is something we're quite concerned about. There seems to be a
trend in Washington. The Reagans
administration seems to convince
Congress and the. public that education is a luxury that need not be
supported. We'll make every effort
to continue our current policy, but 1
think there's a lot of misunderstanding. Families think that

because their incomes are above
$30,000 they can't get loans. It's
important to strike a balance so
funds are available."
Thus the general consensus
seems to be uncertainty about the
future. In the mean time, the
reductions will be met in a variety
of ways.
Zartarian stated "Students
:
receiving financial aid have been
.asked to assume more of the
responsibility for their educatioi
by contributing more from summer and term-time jobs, and student loans."
Efforts to obtain private funding for programs such as the new
Capital Area Corporate Scholars
program will continue.

Mews
Bates: Literary theorist Stanley Fish gave a speech last
Thursday challenging the intellectual benefits of a liberal
arts education. His speech, entitled "Why Liberal Arts
Education Cannot Be Justified," rejects traditional college
policies.
Wesleyan: The Center for Continuing Studies, a liberal
arts program affiliated with Wesleyan, celebrated its first
successful semester last week. The program invites alumni, students' parents and members of the Middletown
community to renew their interest in learning at a relatively low cost.
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Hartford, CT
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locations just walking distance from my
home and several gelatarias.
Granted, most people would be more
I'm sitting outside in three-quarter
length sleeves, writing this column from inclined to think of - oh, I don't know ...
the courtyard patio adjacent to my room the Bible - when they come to one of the
overlooking the rose garden and palm world's most ancient cities, but I'm content
trees. In the foreground, a nun is sweeping to think of my pop culture references. I
and a bird just flew swiftly into the sun- made the mistake of saying that the street
light. Jealous?
we were on last night reminded me of
Everything in Rome looks like a film Canada. I think that there is now no way to
set. From the Colosseum, where RusselJ disguise the fact that my most foreign
Crowe fought the lions, to the Trevi experience prior to coming to Italy was a
Fountain, where Hilary Duff first fell for quick trip to some Montreal strip clubs and
Pablo in the epic Lizzie McGuire Movie, a Cancun vacation with my mom, before I
Rome is filled with historically significant discovered drinking.
Besides the amazing landmarks, cuisine, weather, and charm, life here is not
totally unlike life in Hartford. People still
speak broken English, it's not safetowander alone at night, there is no lack of
American bars (all sporting derogatory
names like "Sloppy Sam's") and the
biggest question on our minds is:will
Marissa Cooper's new lesbian fling last or
is she just being a tease?
The only difference is, we have to
pirate "The OC" off the internet, all there is
to binge on at night are oranges (picked
fresh from our nearby grove) and nutella,
there is a universal naptime, making out
with locals is cool, nuns clean my room
once a week, and I live in a convent that
sometimes smells like decay. So essentially, it's all the same.
The beauty of doing a Trinity program
is that they handle all of the logistical
issues for you and they serve you with your
very own carafe of wine at every meal:
Besides that, the faculty staffs two of the
most terrific men who plan your trips and
www.google.com take you on walking tours and do everyBRIE SCHWARTZ
FEATURES WRITER

The Colosseum: a relic of ancient Rome
... and the backdrop to The Gladiator.

HARTFORD?
There's More to Do than Wander Vernon St

That is fine for a Thursday night... but
what if you want to go out on the town?
Some of you have been abroad, Try the Trumbull Kitchen, whose menu
studying in beautiful cities such as Paris, makes the mouth water just after you look
London, or Rome, where the hustle and at the appetizers. Get a group and order an
bustle of a European city kept you mov- array of their Tapas such as their Rock
ing and grooving all semester long. Shrimp and Sweet Potato Fritter or
Some of you had a relaxing winter break Lobster-Chicken Dumplings. For those of
reading Cosmo and catching up on the you over 21, you will greatly appreciate the
KACI O'LEARY
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

For those of you over 21, you will greatly appreciate
the Trumbull Kitchen's stylish New York City bar
with more martinis than you can shake a stick at.
latest hometown gossip. Some of you
worked during winter break to earn
money to pay for Spring Break (starting
March 18, oh thank God), or hanging out
with family and friends. We all had our
time off and now it's time to hit the
books. In the words of Piglet, "Ohhhh d-

Trumbull Kitchen's classy and stylish New
York City bar with more martinis than you
can shake a stick at.
For a low-key, relaxing, but yummy
evening, try The Red Plate, located smackdab in the middle of downtown. Making
New York Style pizza with a wide assort-

see ROME on page 13

Jenny Dunn Knows Good T.V
_7«£ J.ou or a
JENNY DUNN

onq-ts-im <J\zLablon5.rilh. uxitk

fancy myself a Carrie Bradshaw of sorts. I
SENIOR EDITOR
may not have Carrie's (who I have to con- The Trumbull Kitchen is Hartford's
I spent the past Friday night, as I spend tinually remind myself is a fictional chard-d-deeeaaarrr!"
most Friday nights, with a glass of Bella acter) experience when it comes to- quesBut do not worry! Monday through
Serra Pinot Grigiot and my friends: Carrie, tions of sex, or cities, for that matter, but
Thursday, one can deal with the usual
Samantha, Miranda, and Charlotte. This when it comes to T.V., I sure as hell can
grind of the life that is being a Trinity
write about love.
particular Friday, though, was different
than the rest. My roommates and I were
The emotional attachment that one can College student, but come Thursday
night, the weekend has begun, and I am
watching not just any eight episodes of
feel towards a TV show is amazing. In high
"Sex and the City" - we were watching the
school, I had a TV show for every day of here to offer some fun ways to make your
final eight episodes, which I had never seen the week. My boyfriend at thetimewas weekends interesting and entertaining.
Are you bored with the Trinity social
generally not allowed to call me between
on account of both being abroad when they
scene?
PSI U is just packed to the brim,
aired last spring and not having HBO On the hours of 8 p.m. and 10 p.m., as watchmaking
it much harder for us to perform
ing Triple H pummel Mankind on WWF
Demand.
such stylish dance moves as the robot and
the worm, you've seen all the movies at
The vicarious lifestyle is actually identified by a diffiCinestudio, Vernon street St. is sooooo far
away,
and AD ... well, let's just take a
culty in distinguishing one s shows from reality.
minute.
Bored on a Thursday afternoon?,
Drive to Franklin Avenue and treat your
As the closing credits of "An American "Smackdown" was obviously more imporGirl in Paris: Part Deux" rolled, I took a tant. I still, to this day, watch "All My self to some Italian goodies: go to a bakery, any bakery - they are all amazing last sip of my tear-diluted Bella Serra and Children" at least three times a week, a
and buy a variety of classic Italian cookwondered if I would have anything to look habit that I inherited from my mother, who
ies. Bring them back to the dorm and
forward to ever again. This is what TV has taped it every day since it began in
make some new friends.
does to me: it creates a new, joyful world,
1970.
For Thursday nights, try something
full of romance and wit, and then yanks it
The question is: at what point does TV
low-key
like Cosi or The Elbow Room in
away, making the real world seem that become a problem, a means of living our
West Hartford Center. Followed by a trip
much more bleak and depressing in com- lives by watching rather than doing? How
to Westfarms Mall or Maggie Moo's Ice
parison.
can we dump the one thing in our lives
Cream parlor, the night is sure to be a sucI, like so many other women who write
fluffy, unimportant journalistic pieces,
see VICARIOUS on page 12

www.google.com

little piece of New York City chic.
ment of toppings, you can create your own
or try something new like the Lighthouse
Pizza with clams, parsley, and garlic, or the
Meat & Potatoes Pizza with grilled chicken, potatoes, basil and fontinella cheese.
Note: all the cool kids are going go here.
Dave Matthews has been spotted grabbing
a bite at The Red Plate while performing at
the Meadows Music Theatre.
Go out into Hartford! Come on, guys!
You have cars, or at least your friends have
cars, or, er ... maybe their friends have
cars? Get a group and go out and discover

For Thursday
nights, trysomething a
little low-key.
New England's Rising Star. (Seriously
guys, I'm not being funny. Hartford has a
lot to offer!)
There you have it, kids. Take your
pick. Get off campus and see what
Hartford has in store! If you would like
more information on these restaurants or
directions of how to get there, check out
www.ctnow.com.
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Around Trinity Move Over, Paris and Donald:
A Formal Landing
On Saturday after the Crow Formal, AT witnessed an unidentified white female slip on a
maverick piece of ice. Barely newsworthy, to
be sure — except for her fabulously graceful
miniskirt malfunction. Don't worry, little one;
if no one noticed your Manolos that night,
they definitely noticed your Marilyn.

The Vernon Black Market
Since Pike's concert was clearly the place t o be
on Saturday night, some entrepreneurial
freshmen decided to take advantage of the
high demand for tickets and throw some
counterfeits into circulation. Evidently, their
professional job -- consisting of red ink over
white paper to substitute for a lack of red
printer paper — was enough to pull the wool
over Pike brothers' eyes. We all like t o
encourage the innovative spirit in our freshmen, but not at the expense of market
ethics -- although freshmen girls do have
their own dubious methods of entry.

Camp Trin Jakes R^aLHy T"V. by
JULIET IZON
STAFF WRITER
In my continuing efforts to
get my 15 minutes of fame, I've
recently been thinking about
how plausible a reality show
about my life would be. I mean,
if people will watch a cocaineaddicted former Playboy bunny
prance around L.A. in a druginduced stupor, why wouldn'.t
they want to watch a show
about a 19-year-old English
major in New England?
Therein lies the problem; I
can't even convince myself that it
would be interesting. Plus, we
already had "Felicity," and every-

body knows Hollywood versions
of life are so much better than
the real thing. The only way to
make reality TV interesting is
therefore to make it so outrageous that it's even more bizarre

Every time a roommate does something
the others don't like, you replace her with
a member from the cast of "Full House."
than what's on Fox (case in
point: "Who's My Daddy?" And
if you aren't familiar with that
lovely program, I won't bother to
explain). So, short of an endless

He Likes Big Butts, and He Cannot Lie
On a Tuesday afternoon in the library computer lab, AT was browsing the web when AT suddenly heard some giddy female giggling.
Seeing as the only other person in the lab was
male, AT was rather perplexed — until the giggling gradually escalated into higher levels of
euphoria. AT subtly sneaked a peak at the
other user's screen on the way out and witnessed some activity not suitable for print -or most people's anatomic capacities, for that
matter. AT respects some folks' penchants
for, urn, alternative avenues- of entertainment (and entry), but the library during
peak hours is not the time nor the place.
And if you must get your mid-afternoon fix,
please respect your fellow library patrons
and kindly use the mute button.

Dawson's dad, was taken away
from us so soon, before his son
had even lost his virginity. They
creep into your everyday vocabulary; you find yourself thinking, "That argyle sweater is sooo
Charlotte."
I knew that I needed help
when, in the midst of a
marathon
session
with

The characters creep into your vocabulary; you find yourself thinking, "That
argyle sweater is sooo Charlotte."
"Felicity," I found myself
found eating a meal anywhere
unable to determine if the phone
other than in front of TBS.
was ringing on the show or in
The vicarious lifestyle is
real life. Not that I ' m currently
actually identified by a difficulty
doing anything to correct the
in distinguishing one's shows
problem. That's just when I
from reality. The characters are
people that you aspire to date, knew for sure that I had one.
like Seth Cohen, or aspire to be,
The utter hopelessness that I
like Jack Bauer. If one of them
felt when "Sex and the City"
died (on the show), you would
ended on Friday night started
feel a very real sense of loss,
some serious soul-searching.
" like
when
Mitch
Leary, Am I going to continue to will-

Regardless, one day I still
want to be a presenter at the MTV
Movie awards, so it was imperative that I find that elusive hook
that would make TV execs come
beating down my Summit Suites
door. So, in consultation with my
roommates, we put together a
synopsis of what we believe
will be the highest grossing
reality TV show since " T h e
Surreal Life 4 . " And it will be
called ... "SS202."
Episode 1: Move-In Day.
Four girls, alone in the big city,
how will they cope with their
•newfound freedom? Scratch that,
the farthest we ever get off campus is the Tap. And all of our
meals are pre-paid and my mother sends me care packages every
week. So, there is an added twist.
Think "Survivor," except without
the little skimpy bandannas orange is simply not my color.
Every time a roommate does
something the others don't like,
you get the chance to vote her off
and replace her with a member
from the cast of "Full House." If
that doesn't send the ratings
through the roof, I'll eat my Choo
(haha, get it?).
Episode 4: Conflict and
Resolution. After one too many

www.google.com
Paris and Nicole can't keep up with Juliefs Summit Suites crew.

Vicariously
continued from page 11
that has always been there for
us and stop living vicariously?
You don't have to watch TV
a lot to have a problem. I myself
have cut back to only three
shows that I watch religiously,
although I have to admit that the
occurrence is rare when I am

series of lewd sexual escapades
involving four naked coeds and a
hunky lumberjack, it seemed
there was no way to make my life
interesting enough for mass consumption.

10
ingly jerk myself around by
involving myself in such a
destructive relationship, or am I
going to cut myself free, no
matter how much pain this possibility involves, and prove that
I am strong, independent, and
able to make it on my own?
Well, that's a tough question. Maybe I ' m just a
masochist, but the truth is, I like
having something, as mindless
as it may be, to look forward to
every week. Okay, so it's a little
sad. I want to marry a man who
doesn't actually exist - Seth
Cohen, obviously. I cry from joy
when a fictional woman sees a
picture of her fictional adopted
Asian baby.
And, in the meantime, I ' m
out there in the world like
everyone else, creating my own •
drama, attempting to find a real,
live husband (or boyfriend,
everyone has to start somewhere), and hoping for something so joyful, it might just
make me cry.

see REALITY on page 14

Wont Reasons io Have
Hooked Up OH V-Pay

10. You needed some good footage for your blossoming Web
Caw enterprise.
9. Your window in Jackson was draf t y and your blanket was
in the laundry.
8. You made a bet with your friends that you could retrieve
five different samples of bodily fluid in 24 hours.
7. Youre sketched out about the shuttle bus drivers and vowed
never to take the shottie alone.
6. You needed something to replace your obsession with Harry
Potter.
5. Your parents keep pushing for that arranged marriage.
4. Theres mo other way in beil yoofl ever get info the Hall..
3. You needed one more friend to hit 100 on Faeebook.
2. I t got lonely at your Rejeets Anonymous meetings with
only Pan Rather, Martha Stewart and John Kerry.
1. You just really, really want a baby.
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tews
continued from page 11
thing in their power to make you feel comfortable (which is especially helpful when
the entire group comes down with a stomach virus and spends their first week puking up their nun buns).
However, trie most interesting aspect
that I didn't anticipate is that unlike
going to other schools where you have a
new start, here you are re-meeting every-:
one that you have already known for three
years at Trinity, but have yet to connect

ners on the Spanish Steps. And, of course,
I'd never let a small setback like an
extreme abundance of estrogen upset my
chances of fun.
After initially assessing the predicament, I set out to meet some natives. There
were Andrea and his friend (who also went
by Andrea) both ready to buy any willing
American girl her fermented beverage of
choice. Seeing as I was only able to count
to 10 and order pizza in Italian, that night,
Andrea and I were forced to speak the Ian-

fDlRROR

on the zjocAl -j;
In honor of the fairy-tale romance you wanted for
Valentine's Day (but didn't get), we consulted our
Fairytale Snowball to channel your romantic future. So
round up your singing woodland creatures, keep wishing
upon that star, and see what your "ever after" has in store.
But don't blame us if your true love is more
Rumpelstiltskin than Prince Charming.

Seeing as I was only able to count to io and to order
pizza in Italian, that night, Andrea and I were forced to
speak the language of love.
AoUJAfUUS
with. You nave the opportunity to re-get- guage of love. Tonight, I received a text
to-know-each-other, which sometimes message from him that requests verbatim:
requires clearing up misconceptions and "What do you think if tomorrow come out"
trying to rework the social fabric of the for a walk with me? I think sop much at you.
pre-existing posses that traveled here -1 want your lip!!!" I would respond to him,
together. The benefit is having the chance but I don't know how to communicate to him
of easily maintaining these friendships that I hate boys who overpunctuate and that
because we basically all hail from the I am unwilling to do with him his Mambo
same school. I've recently discovered, Italiano.
though, that?people. :w.ho appreciate sarRealizing that there is more to life than
casm are harder to come by, and friend avoiding the text messages of poor Andrea,
chemistry, just like sexual chemistry, can't I have resolved to spend my time here falling
be faked.
in love with Rome and trying my best to
Another added bonus of this particular experience everything that the city has to
assortment is that, of the 40 people, there offer, even if it means looking at a lot of
are only 10 guys, five of whom have their ancient pottery. I hope that you will all
girlfriends on sight and have even import- seize similar opportunities in Hartford,
ed them from other schools. Thankfully, because it may not be Rome, and it may
they are all fantastic people who don't not have the same plentiful variety of
touch in public nearly as much as the Empirical architecture, culture and baked
tourists who seem to come from across goods, but it's still endearing, and the
the globe for a chance at kissing their part- Bushnell looks pretty at night.

OAWUAfty 20 -

Leo
OULV 23 - AUGUST 22

You find yourseLf in a rut too afraid of the
future to even t r y flying. Take a risk, take
a chance. Remember that sexy one-night
stand from Last semester? She may be
the one for you. And if not just put her on
your "Never, never gonna happen" List and
go find your neglected Lost boys.
Lucky pairytaU: Peter Pan

Summer birthdays kind of suck, dont
they? So celebrate your half-birthday
with double the fun. C^o crazy With appLe
martinis, dancing, and midnight Liaisons
with Woodsmen who you Won't remember
the next morning when you think your mirror is taLking to you.
Lucky pairytaU: Snow \Vhite

Prsces
- MAftJCW 20
Too bad everyone is too busy post-gaming
for IV|ardi C, ras to remember that you exist
Cj'et your mind off things by curLing up With
a box of cookies and a handle of Vodka
while watching Sixteen Candles. Don't
Worry — things WiLL turn around. UntiL
then, sleep it off in your JarVis tower.
Lucky fairytale: Sleeping &>eaufcy

21-

A U G U S T 23 - Sep»reMe>eft. 22

Take some time for yourseLf and hit the
books before midterms. Your C,PA WiLL
appreciate the effort and besides, the
library can be surprisingly fun - if ya know
what I mean. Just Leave a trail behind you
so you and your "Lab partner" can find your
Way out of the dark book stacks.
Lucky pairytaU: iiansel and Qcetel

SEPTEM&Efl. 23 - OCTO&Eft.22

at Valentine's Pay is osier, you can
crawl out of your hole and put away the
boy. of Qodiva you bought yourself, -frlop
lying to yourself when you say you have
something else in february to look forward to. Start counting down to -Spring
'break and consider getting that nose job.
Lucky pairytaU: Pinocchio

The Camp Trin scene can get kind of mundane for awhiU. so consider getting away
for a Weekend or two. JJome can be incredibly refreshing, and besides, who dossn't
need a break from hairboWs? Plus, you
may encounter a new fox from back home
who's pretty good With a bow and arrow.
Lucky pairytaU CLobin J-Jood

SCORPIO
A P C U L 20 - MAy

First Year Students! What will
your sophomore year be like?
We invite you to consider the TUTORIAL COLLEGE,
a unique program open to sophomores only. As a
Tutorial student, you'll live and learn in Summit East,
where you'll explore great ideas in small seminars,
pursue a year-long independent project, work closely
with professors, and join with others in field trips, labs,
workshops, and other special learning opportunities.
Tutorial gives you 2.5 credits each semester, allowing
you to take five other courses during your sophomore
year. As Anne-Louise Marquis ('06) says, Tutorial
offers "education without borders." If you're ready for
that, visit our website:
www.trincoH.edii/prog/tutorcoI
or contact SylviaJDeMore, Administrative Director,
297-2152, SvIvia.DeMore@Jrii3Coll.edu
APPLICATION DEADLINE: MARCH 1

20

OCTO&Eft. 23 - NoVEM&Eft- 21

You Like to be the center of attention, but That mysterious rash on your Leg might be
not everyone is so amused by your sense contagious. Consider going to get it
of humor (as fabulous as it might be) or checked out In the meantime. I know it's
your fascination With gold thread. &e care- hard, but try to keep your Legs cioset/this
fuL around large groups of people and weekend. You wouldn't Want your partWatch out for flying fruit And stop having ner's skin to be the same color as that
peopLe try to guess your name.
cape of yours.
Lucky fairytale: RLumpelstiLtskin
Lucky pairytaU Little Red Rjding J-lood

M A V 2 1 - O u w £ 21
After finally finding your hairbrush (I'm
sure that fork Was starting to pull out
your hair) and getting in touch with your
girly side rt is now time to shine Put your
past behind you once and for aLL \\4io
knows, maybe that cutie WiLL notice you, as
long as you don't lose your Voice.
Lucky pairytaU The Little Ivjermaid

O U N E 22 - O u i - y 22
The stars are spUt on thb one. CjirLs. you
are in for the time of your Lives. You'll
finaLLy f i t into that ball goWn and Prince
Charming's noticing f t C,uys. you're a Little
Less fortunate. Your next date w i l l have a
head Like a pumpkin and you'll Lose a shoe.
Tough break, but you'LL get over r t
Lucky pairytaU Cinderella

- Decaw&Eft. 21
Your long-awaited Prince Charming is on
his Way. but he may not be the ItaLian
.5taLLion you bad hoped for. E>ut don't be
turned off by his animalistic demeanor. C,et
away for a Long weekend to clear your
mind before taking the next step. And don't
talk to any kitchenWare.
Lucky FairytaU E>eauty and the E>east

13
watch out for monsters under your bed.
An o\A flame might come back to haunt
you. and who knows what she'll dig up.
Like aLL that hair in the shower drain.
Unless you can quickly escape out of a
Window t o avoid her. A t any rate, you're
Long overdue for a haircut
Lucky pairytaU Rapunzel
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Mentor Gets Lessons from Mentees

continued from page 1
I coaxed her gently about how she'd get
it eventually, how sometimes math sucks
continued from page 12
and develops voice immodulation disorder. but other times it can be fun, etc. But after
bags of popcorn spilled on the carpet and Unable to perform in her holiday concert, talking with her for a bit, I realized it wasan incident with an exploding hot-water she uses back-up tracks, only to suffer a n't about the matii at all. She was disapbottle in the microwave, the girls decide to fate worse than Ashlee's. Afraid for her pointed that she wouldn't have time to
have a vote. Yvonne, the sometimes nar- career and unborn baby (because every make a Valentine's Day card because she
coleptic, is kicked out and replaced with reality show needs a pregnant college stu- wanted to send one to her father - who's in
Stephanie Tanner. "How rude!" takes the dent), she leaves school. After a heated jail.
campus by storm. In other news, the turtle- debate, Ashley and not Mary-Kate is choClearly these girls are facing a lot more
loving Penelope confesses her love to a sen to join the cast of SS202.
in their lives than simply learning how to
multiply by decimals. During the first
week I waited with Gabbie for half an
Yvonne, the sometimes narcoleptic, is kicked out
hour because her mother was late picking
and replaced with Stephanie Tanner.
her up.
While we waited, our breathing puffs
of smoke in the January air, she sang for
Episode 16: Finale. Penelope is alone me two songs which she had made up
squash player, only to be rejected for his
in the house with three members from a herself. Maybe I'm biased, but they were
new titanium racket.
memorable but quite dated really pretty catchy! I found myself humEpisode 7: Night on the
sitcom. Unable to relate to ming the tune on the long walk back to
Town. The three remaining
them on any level, she tries the South side of campus.
girls and Stephanie decide to
But these two girls, as artistic as they
to make the room so messy
go out for sushi and dancing.
that all are forced to pack up are, need a little nudging when it comes
After a few too many sake
and leave. Other than an to math and sciences. As a Creative
bombs, they all convince
incident
involving a few Writing major, I may not be the best
each other to snort wasabi
pounds of flan, all goes teacher, but I got out my thirty-ton
and end up in Hartford
according to plan and Shakespeare book (at least it's good for
Hospital. After a complicatPenelope is left alone in her something!) to demonstrate the princied procedure . involving
quad to ruminate on.her ples of mass, volume and density.
fresh-squeezed lemons and
year. In a wonderful show
Ritalin, the four share a tearI could see Katie's eyes glassy with
of compassion, she invites tears because she realized she wouldn't
ful reunion and return to
campus. That night at the
www.google.com jj e r jj^gg roommates back be able to finish her worksheet in the
next twenty minutes. Looking up at me
frats, Lucy, the loudmouthed Wanna win? Put Stephanie in!f o r
^glit.
the
last
ballerina, brings home a Hartford local and Accompanied by a montage of images of with her big, brown eyes, she spoke softhas sex in Penelope's bed. In the morning, their happy times together and the soulful ly, "They should give us more time to do
she is voted off and replaced with Uncle beats of David Gray, the four reflect on our homework."
Both Gabbie and Katie insist on fintheir experiences and make plans for the
Jesse.
ishing their homework at school because
Episode 12: Stress Stinks. Ah, future.
Sounds like a winner, right? I'll be so their mothers don't like them to come
midterms approacheth, and with them the
hunt for the best study drugs on the black popular on campus after this I bet I won't home with unfinished homework when
market. After a mix-up, Margaret, the sexy even have to wait in line at the Bistro! they have a mentor. Sometimes the
responsibility falls on the mentor to teach
songstress, takes an overdose of Vitamin C Weil, maybe that's pushing it.

mentees very basic skills - like coin values.
Someone once said, "The political is
private." Well, the reverse is also true these girls simply need a hand to hold,
and we all need to realize the failures that
hinder these girls from fulfilling their full
potential. Whose responsibility are they?
'When did we abandon the idea that it
takes a village to raise a child?
One mentor might help in the short
run, but what they need is a sustained
effort by every involved adult to deeply
and sincerely care about their growth - as
students, as citizens, and as blossoming
men and women. Encouragement from
adults who will give them more time than
just four flimsy hours a week.
Another of Katie's homework assignments was to describe a voting center.
She was learning parts of speech and the
workbook used a passage on the Seneca
Falls Convention to highlight pronouns.
The assignment was to describe all the
people that might be at a voting center
today.
"I went with my mother," wrote
Katie. "She voted for Bush. I voted for
Kerry."
I interrupted her, amused. "Um ...
you voted?"
She looked up at me with her winning
gap-toothed smile and said, "No, but one
day I will."
I sat back, proud that she, in sixth
grade, was already thinking about exercising her voting rights. I watched as she
wrote out the rest of the paragraph,
describing all the different people - men,
women, teachers, cops, nurses, rich, poor
- who were voting, and thought to myself
that somewhere in this young girl's life,
someone had done something very, very
right.

Career Services
THE BEST WAY TO FREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT..,

Upcoming Resume Deadlines on Trinity Recruiting! %On-Campus Interviews!
Tuesday, February 15
Taft School-Teaching Fellow
Phiiiips EKeter Academy- Summer Teaching Intern
U.S. Department of the interior, .Fish and Wildlife Service- Interpretive Intern at
Monomoy Refuge
Hamtine University- Job & Internship Developer
New Dimensions in Technology- 3D visualization
WGAL-TV— General Assignment Reporter
HarperCollins Publishing- Jr. Financial Analyst
Mansion Brothers, Inc.-Demolitions Laborers and Asbestos Abatement Laborers
Jewish Student Press Service New Voices Magazine- Journalism
Citizen Schools- National Teaching Fellowship Program
Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum- Summer Intern
Wednesday, February IS

Ecount, Inc.- Saies Associate
Maplegate Media Group-Copy Editor
Friday. Febraarv IS
%lthe Greenwbiefa Country Day School- (Interviews on Campus 2/23/05)
Co- Teacher Program
The Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station- Research Assistant Summer
Plant Pathology and Ecology
Friday. February 18
The Jerome Levy Farcasting Center-, LLC— Research Analyst
Teach for America- Teach for America Corps 2005- Corps Member
The Trust for Public Land- Project Manager; Project Associate
Saturday. February 19
Noojaiui Kims— Intern
Wednesday. Febrnarv 23
Meredith Broadcasting Group- National/ Local Sales Assistant
California State University- Capitol Fellows 2005-2006
Saturday. February 26
Goodman RssouH^s-Executwe Assistant in Municipal Sales and Trading; Equity
Research-Administrative Assistant
Sis Flags New England- SFNE Auditions for Summer Work
Senday. February 27
Environmental Career Opportunities- Environmental Professional; Forester I
Monday. February 28
Entrix- Staff Geologist/ Engineer

-44

Monday, Pebruary28
New England Regional Primate Center at Harvard Medical School- Summer
Training Program
Putney Student Travel- Summer Trip Leader
Ernst & Young- Transfer Pricing/ Economic Consulting
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force— 2005 Summer Organizing Fellowship
The Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation- Thomas J. Pickering
Graduate Foreign Affairs Fellowship Program
-•__-•
Grassroots Campaigns, Inc.- Field Organizer; Citizen Outreach Birectors'aiisd
Assistant Directors
Alternatives Unlimited, inc.—Nursing
Merritt Hospitality, Inc.- Financial Analyst/ Assistant Controller; Counselor
Cape Cod Potato Chips- Marketing Internship Summer 2005
New School University/ Parsons School of Design- Michael Kalil Memorial
Travel/ Study Fellowships 2005
Red Wheel Weiser Conari- OrigSales/ Marketing/ Publicity Assistant

Tuesday, March 1
The Fund for Theological Education, Inc.- 2005-2006 Undergraduate Fellowships
The Interschool Program- Interschool Faculty Diversity Search 05-06
The Whale Center of. New England- Marine Mammal Research Internship
Joan and Sanford L Weill Medical College of Cornell University- Sr. Accountant
IIPO/ Finance; Clerk t ENT; Sr. Computer Assistant -Microbiology and
Immunology; Sr. Patient Coordinator -Medicine/ Cardiology; Administrative Aide
H RASP/KB; Account Representative-Pathology; Research Aid -Psychiatry;
Research Tech I -Microbiology and Immunology; Accountant I PO/ Finance;
Research Tech I- Genetic Medicine
University of Connecticut— Residential Tutor/ Counselor— Summer 2005; Summer
Hall Directors-Summer 2005
Neighbor Care— Delivery Personnel; Data Entry Technician
Wackenhut Services, file—Security Police
Goodwill Industries- American Sign Language Employment Specialist
Hartford Magazine- Editorial, Marketing, Graphic Design, Advertising Interns
Environmental Leadership Program- Program Coordinator/ Manager
Albert Einstein College of Medicine- Minority Student Summer Research
Opportunity Program 2005

Please visit Trinity Recruiting for application information at:
http://trincoH.erecruiting.com
We're available Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM
Walk-in hours are 12:00 to 5:00 PM
Wednesday night walk-ins from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM
Visit Trinity Recruiting often for latest updates on events,
special programs and job listings
r^
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Christo Gives Central Park a Makeover with "Gates"
Christo's Massive Central Park Installation Will be the Most Outstanding Outdoor Artistic Endeavour of the Year.
ERIC DAUCHER
ARTS EDITOR
On Saturday Feb. 12 Mayor Bloomberg
opened arguably the largest art exhibit in
New York City's history. Christo (who
goes by only one name) and his wife
Jeanne-Claude recently completed work on
their newest project, "The Gates, Central
Park, New York, 1979-2005," which, as the
name implies, now dominates New York
City's Central Park. All told, the project
covers more than 23 miles of the park's
walkways; but, while monumental in

scope, the art is strikingly simple in form.
"The Gates" consists of roughly 7500
wooden arches, approximately 12 feet
apart, each standing 16 feet high over the
walkways and suspending a nine-foot-long
sheet of yellowish-orange fabric. That's
really all there is to it - no fancy paintings
or sculptures here, just abstract art writ
large. "
The Gates" will stand for 16 days, from
Feb. 12-28, before being dismantled and
mostly recycled. The artists, who are
financing the project themselves without
help from taxpayer money, have estimated

Miss Saigon Shows Love
in the Midst of Chaos

the total cost of the exhibit at roughly 21million dollars.
As close as anyone can tell, the artists'
intent was to create a spectacular river of
color through the otherwise gloomy landscape that is Central Park in February, but
it's hard to tell - neither of them have much
to say about their own project. For the
most part, "The Gates" isn't intended as a
logical piece of art, but rather as an exercise in the fantastic. By the same token,
there is no good way to explain exactly
how Christo and Jeanne-Claude conceived
it, or why they built it - it is simply something that is intended to be experienced and
enjoyed.

In that regard, there are already signs
that "The Gates" wiE be a tremendous success. At least 20 New York City hotels are
already offering special tour packages to
see the exhibit, and more may soon follow.
Additionally, there are a number of
European travel agencies that are organizing tours to see the work. New York City
officials have projected that "The Gates"
could draw as many as 90,000 additional
tourists to the city during the month of
February.
Despite the apparent broad appeal that
"The Gates" has, it hasn't been well
see "GATES" on page 17

NICK CAULAHAN
ARTS WRITER

of the story is devoted to their quests and
dreams about each other over the course of
I'm not sure one could think of a more the next three or so years. I do not want to
unromantic place to set a love story then a ruin anything so I'll leave the rest up in the
war-torn Saigon near the end of the air so you can discover it for yourself.
Vietnam War. Yet somehow "Miss Saigon"
The musical stars Johann Michael
is one of the most tragically beautiful love Camat as the Engineer, Jennifer Paz as
stories ever put on a stage. "Miss Saigon" Kim, and Alan Gillespie as Chris. All three
is playing at the Bushnell from Feb. 8-13 have been around the stage for a long time
and is put on by the Big League Theatricals and it really shows. Their singing is
Company as part of the Broadway Series.
tremendous and I can't imagine it being
The play opens in the most unromantic much different than the original Broadway
part of the most unromantic place in the version. In fact, Jennifer Paz has been playworld: a brothel. This brothel is run by a ing the role of Kim since the very first U.S.
character only known as the "Engineer" tour with the play's original director,
who has come up with a scheme to make Cameron Mackintosh.
more money. He is holding a contest to
All of the other characters are also
crown one of his prostitutes Miss Saigon. played quite well, but they are much less
As the audience gets a look at the candi- important to the story. Ninety percent of the
dates we can see that one of the prostitutes play focuses on the characters of Kim,
is different from all the others; her name is Chris, and the Engineer. The only other
Kim, and today is her first day. The whore- characters that have major singing parts are
house soon fills with American GIs One of John, who is Chris's GI friend, and Thuy,
the GIs, Chris, is bored of the prostitutes the man that Kim was promised to by her
and the drugs of Saigon, he is tired of father.
everything. In the midst of this chaos one
The music was what you would expect
of Chris's GI friends buys Kim for him, for a play that is considered one of the most
and through this encounter they manage to successful modern musicals. It manages to
fall in love.
convey the emotions of the characters and
Saigon in 1975 is not the place to fall in their thoughts in a way that normal speech
love. The city is falling, and the Americans could not do as effectively. The drama of
are being driven away. Kim and Chris now Chris and Kim's relationship was particudesperately love each other but the city is
see MISS SAIGON on page 16
collapsing and they must get out. The rest

Kendall Chuch

The vagina warriors prepare to go on stage for a final performance, sweetness.

www.nytimes.com

"The Gates" meander through Central Park, winding its path like a flowing stream.

7 p.m., Thursday, Feb. 15, 2005,
Washington Room, Mather Hall, Naomi
O Tutu "Truth, Reconciliation, and Building
O Gender Coalitions across Racial Lines''
t o 5 p.m., Tuesday, Feb. 22, 2005, Terrace
Rm. B, Mather Hall Alex Arriaga 'The
United Nations Women's Rights
Convention: a Strategy for U.S.
r r Ratification"
<-t
^
^
)g
12.

5:30 p.m., Tuesday, Mar. 8, 2005, Terrace
Rm. B, Mather Hall May Go, Human
Rights Advocacy Fellow-in-Residence
'The Trafficking of Women in South East
Asia"

^

5 p.m.,Wednesday, Mar. 30, 2005,
Terrace Rm. B, Mather Hall, Mehrangiz
Kar "Violence Against Women in Iran"

Human Rights Program
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Bushnell's Miss Saigon is High School Music
a Match for Broadway Venues and Greg Mayo
Broadway, as I understand
it, is that they do not land a
full sized helicopter on the
stage during this version.
Instead, they use the screen
behind the stage, which may
be even more effective,
since it showed the helicopter getting bigger, as if it is
coming towards the audience.
wvvvv.misssaigontour.com
The biggest problem I
A scene inside the Miss Saigon whorehouse.
had with this musical is that
continued from page 15
it was a little uneven. The story of Kim and
larly memorable, and was used to great Chris is incredibly compelling but they
effect throughout the play.
insisted on putting in a number of musical
The set design is also very effective, numbers by the Engineer; and while they
despite being relatively sparse. There are are very good, the love story was signifionly three or four sets, but more would be cantly more interesting. Some of the
unnecessary. They make up for any lack of Engineer's numbers also took away from
scenery by projecting images onto a large the pacing of the story; there are times
screen that is set behind the stage.
when you want his songs to be over and for
In one scene they use the same set to the musical to get back to the main plot
show both the inside and the outside of the line.
walls of the American Embassy. This scene
Overall this is a wonderful musical and
was particularly impressive because it took despite some flaws, it is a definite musta lot of very quick place changing and set see. The Bushnell is a beautiful venue to
moving to make it work properly. The see plays, so go out and buy some tickets.
biggest difference between this play and Grab yourself a date, and go see the show
the version that was shown on the before it leaves Hartford.

KARL BAKER

ARTS EDITOR
There were many likely venues in
which one could enjoy music this weekend,
but the two that I enjoyed were ska bowling
at The Alley and the Greg Mayo band at Pi
Kappa Alpha. To start with, I was very
impressed with the local high school musicians who performed for ska bowling at
The Alley. Hordes of adolescent kids
thronged into the Alley to listen to their
friends thrash on guitars and say obviously
practiced lines in between songs, in the
fashion of a professional artist. My fellow
college students and I tried to enjoy some
friendly competition to find out who is the
best bowler, but the kids were going so
crazy skanking that The Alley became less

of a bowling alley then a ska style mosh pit.
Hosted by the band Sick Boy's singer and
guitarist, the young artists in Hartford
deserve mad props because even though
they often had technical difficulties, those
little kids managed to put on a pretty good
show.
The Greg Mayo band is an awesome
catch for Pike who has had them for two
years in a row now. The Greg Mayo band
loved the Trinity audience so much that
they kept playing, "just one more song."
They said this for the final time after 2 a.m.
having played three whole sets. The band
played many cover songs with an occasional original song slipped in. The large quantity of popular songs came from many difsee GREG MAYO on page 17

)inestudio Shows Kinsey
Kinsey is a Portrayal of the Vast Ignorance in Our Past
Even though all this is well and good, I
think that Kinsey was a reactionary. His
ARTS EDITOR practices among his family and: friends
Recently Cinestudio showed a movie involved sex shared by everyone in his
titled Kinsey that is the story of the original research group and his wife. The danger of
sex scientist and his various antics. This sex becoming an obsession that he often
movie was very informative about the cul- warned people about was in fact an obsesture of the time period. Many people were sion that he practiced for his entire life.
sheltered from the reality of what sex was, Many of the aspects of what I am calling an
how it worked, and all the intricacies in obsession are in fact much needed scientifbetween. It was amazing to witness the ic research.
ignorance of Kinsey's contemporaries.
However, about halfway though his
Like Kinsey said in the movie, people who history of his sex research, Kinsey started
are not exposed to the realities of sex and to sleep with volunteers and his research
for whom sex is even a taboo subject, there partners for research video tapes that
are susceptible to the danger of it becoming helped him for his second book. Or when
obsessive. Characters in the movie and, his college age research assistant was given
apparently, during that time, were some- permission by Kinsey to sleep with his own
times very old and still did not know much wife. Preceding this is a scene in which
about sex, or were just very confused, like Kinsey is talking to the two about things
Kinsey's father. Like Kinsey says, the they have to do (his wife and research
repression of desire within could some- assistant) while they're lying naked on
times lead people to an unhealthy obses- each other and kissing.
sion. The movie is a testament to the
Besides some ridiculousness in some
importance of education. When people are parts of the movie, such as when one of the
informed on something like sex, the)' are characters at a barbeque says, "Well my
able to make a decision for themselves third leg has been kicking me all day and I
about the practices they want to undertake, think its time for a tussle, ha ha," which is
and they are able to choose what practice something I can't imagine anybody ever
makes them happy. Many of the barriers saying in mixed company because it is just

KARL BAKER

www.bluebombL1! com

At The Alley of Hartford, the bowling aisles were filled with skanking teens.
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Many things are socially and politically attacked simply because or deeply-rooted social assumptions and
misconceptions.
that have had to be overcome in our society, not surprisingly, are those of control and
limitation even though we stand for freedom. Many things are socially and politically attacked simply because of deeplyrooted social assumptions and misconceptions, such as the incorrect approach taken
to sex in our history. What Kinsey began
was a much-needed revolution that took
place in scientific and educational circles.
It was something the world wanted, and
for casual sexual freedom to blossom until
the end of the seventies.

a simple and unfunny thing to say. Though
for scientists the characters were simple
and one-sided, it is in fact very entertaining
(though sometimes disturbing) and informative. I'm not an expert on Kinsey but I
imagine that the movie is a pretty accurate
representation of the reality of Kinsey's life
and works. It was also well-shot and aesthetically pleasing. The director and editor
cut the scenes well and the camera work is
great. Kinsey is a good movie for everyone
to see once, just for a glimpse at a past of
shocking ignorance.
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Greg Mayo Band Plays Mind-Bendingly Good Cover Songs

Shin Ikeda

The cover of Greg Mayo's latest studio album release.
continued from 16
started to yell out requests during
ferent genres. The rule seemed to the infrequent breaks. It was
be that if the song was great they unclear if they played the requestknew how to play it. The band ed songs because there were so
was playing "Sweet Home many different people yelling in
Alabama" and then bang they the crowd besides the band speakwould switch straight into their ing through the mic. However,
next random selection from an the selections they made were
obviously huge warehouse of well received.
The sound transformed from
practiced songs. Trinity kids

Gates" In New York
continued from page 15
received by everyone. A number
of people have come out against
the project, citing reasons from it
interfering with bird watching to
it being an outright waste of
money that could be better used
elsewhere.
Another popular critique of
the work is the claim that it isn't
art at all, but rather a simple
adornment of a public space akin
to the Rockefeller Center
Christmas Tree. This assertion
begs the question of just where
you draw the line between art and
mere decoration. I, for one,
would offer the opinion that art is

not, people from all across
Europe turned up in droves to see
the "Wrapped Reichstag."
While
1993's
"The
Umbrellas" project was less successful, perhaps due to the fact
that it was not located in a major
city, it nonetheless received
noticeable media coverage in
California and Japan, where its
two sites were located.
The continued popularity of
the pair's exhibits seems to indicate a public fascination with the
sort of grandiose-scale art (or
decoration, if you prefer) that
they produce, perhaps for the
sheer unconventionality of it.

one to another song merging into
an awesome cacophony of very
familiar sing-a-longs.
Some
selections from their retinue
included, besides "Sweet Home
Alabama" by Lynard Skynard, "I
Shot The Sheriff' by Bob Marley,
"Hit Me Baby One More Time"
by Britney Spears, "Hey Ya" by
Outkast, Sublime, and Bruce
Springsteen, intermixed with
original songs and killer solos.
The bass guitarist in particular
was sick in regards to his sweet
skills. It's a rare bassist that has
the talent to play a full-fledged
solo, shredding a five-string bass
just like a normal electric guitar.
Needless to say, I was appropriately impressed.
The drummer also had a awesome solo were he actually managed to throw his drum stick into
the air and catch it in the middle
of beating his kit. It's worth noting that every member of the
band showed their individual
abilities by playing at least one
solo, demonstrating that despite
the name, the Greg Mayo band
isn't even remotely a one-man act
when they play live.
The band has two alto saxophonists, a drummer, a bass guitarist, and Greg Mayo plays the
guitar and the piano. There was
also a guest vocalist who was not
a regular part of the band.
While the cover songs ran
nealy the full range of genres,
their original music came across
:
with a jam band feel that is good
for venue performance but sup-

posedly is less impressive in
recorded form.
The only signifcant flaw in
the performance was a general

right in front of the giant Trinity
College logo and the band had to
often ask the Pike patrons and
members to back away from the

Every member of the band showed
their individual abilities by playing at least
one solo.
lack of clarity to Mayo's vocals,
although that, could possibly be
attributed to the less than ideal
acoustics of the venue. Aside
from the cover songs I honestly
couldn't tell you any of the lyrics
from the show. Still, their original music is good quality jam
music that is easy to bob your
head to, thanks to some truly
excellent musicianship. Besides
the great performance, one of the
things that really made the experience fun was the performance
space. The band was set up in the
front room on Pike's bottom floor

band because they were pressing
so close. Everyone was dancing
and jumping up and down.
Being in such close proximity
to the band was that much more
exhilarating for the people enjoying the music. The singer often
held his mic out for the audience
to sing into for the familiar songs,
which they often were. One particular song really requiring audience participation was "Hey Ya"
by Outkast. In which the audience is asked to sing in the song
and to shake their Polaroid pictures.

Kendall Chuch

The audience crowds close to the Greg Mayo band.

CASABLANCA
Feb. 15 7:30
(1942) Though today it is universally admired for its great acting, clever dialogue and
unforgettable love story, when Casablanca first came out it was seen as a highly political film with a distinct point of view: urging the U.S. government to take sides with the
French Resistance and cut relations with Vichy France. Casablanca is the Nazi-controlled city where ex-patriot Rick (Humphrey Bogart) runs his cafe, and the refugees he
casts a cool eye on are on the run for their lives-. When his long lost lover (played by
Ingrid Bergman) and her Resistance leader husband (Paul Henreid) turn up asking for
help, it is the ultimate test for his incorrigibly cynical heart. Academy Awards for Best
Picture, Best Director and Best Screenplay. 102 min.
A VERY LONG ENGAGEMENT
Feb. 161718 7:30 Feb. 19 2:30, 7:30
(France, 2004) The writer/director and the star of Amelie - Jean-Pierre Jeunet and
Audrey Tautou - have returned for an equally enchanting, if darker, film about the leap
of faith that is loving another person. The film begins as five French soldiers mutilate
themselves to avoid going to World War I - and are sent to the front as punishment.
Although Tautou's fiance (Gaspard Ulliel) still hasn't returned a year after the war has
ended, she makes it her mission to track down exactly what happened to him, still
believing that they will be re-united. Tatou's brave performance is one of incandescent
hopefulness, as she searches for love in the face of war's brutalizing horror and chaos.
133 min.

www.hagenauer-denk.de

Christo's concept art for "The Gates," now open in New York.
in the eye of the beholder - and
it's probably not the best idea to
tell someone who has traveled
from another continent 3000
miles away that what they have
come to see does not meet your
standard for art.
This isn't the first time that
Christo and Jeanne-Claude's
work has attracted similar attention. In 1995, the duo wrapped
the entire German Reichstag
building in a silver shroud, which
drew a parallel reaction from the
citizens of that country.
Regardless of whether they came
away from the experience thinking they had seen a work of art or

Even I have to admit, there is
something just plain intriguing
about someone who is willing to
drop 21-million dollars to create a
river of orange cloth through
Central Park just for the sake of
seeing how the public will react.
It's worth noting that if you
do take interest in the project, it
will still be open for most of the
Trinity Days weekend at the end
of this month.
If you want to see, in person,
what a river of orange fabric
looks like during winter in
Central Park, New York City is
only a train ride (ok, two train
rides) away.

HOUSE OF FLYING DAGGERS
Feb. 18 10:15 Feb. 19 10:15
(China, 2004) Zhang Yimou first won international notice for his exquisite historical
dramas Raise the Red Lantern and Ju Dou. Today the visually inventive director is
exploring wuxia, the "swords and sorcery" genre, first with the Oscar-nominated Hero,
and now the stunning new House of Flying Daggers. The story is set in 859, when
rebels who called themselves the Flying Daggers threatened the corrupt Tang dynasty. A
member of the government (Takeshi Kaneshiro) is charged with infiltrating the group,
only to fall in love with a bewitching - and blind - young warrior played by Zhang Ziyi.
"Gorgeous entertainment, a feast of blood, passion and silk brocade" A. O. Scott, New
York Times. 119 min.
CALLASFOREVER
Feb. 20 2:30, 7:30 Feb. 21 22 7:30
(Italy/Britain/France, 2004) Twenty-five years after the death of Maria Callas, Franco
Zeffirelli has made a touching tribute to his friend and collaborator. The film covers her
last year, when she was in mourning for her voice and her errant lover, Aristotle Onassis.
Shut up in a Paris apartment, she is rescued by an old friend (Joan Plowright) and an
opera impresario, played by Jeremy Irons as a stand-in for Zeffirelli. Their project - for
Callas to lip-synch to her younger voice in a film production of Carmen - sadly only
exists in the realm of fiction. French actress Fanny Ardant inhabits the singer's dizzying
emotional heights and depths, while the soundtrack of incomparable Callas recordings
does the rest. Winner, Best Film and Audience Award, Miami Gay and Lesbian Film
Festival. Ill min.
cinestudio.org
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Medeski, Martin and Wood to Play at Trinity
continued from page 1

playing in some pristine theatre and you
have your fabulous backstage accommodations. There is something about it; there is
this sense of expectation that's built into
this sense of luxury. I wish I was more
articulate, but there is something about
playing dives that is good for music.
TT: So do you have a favorite dive?
CW: Ha ha, oh man. Not that I want to
play dives all the time. For us, the most
important thing is variety. To play small
places, to play big places, to play crappy
clubs and some nice theatres. That's what
keeps it interesting for us.
TT: So do you think that the atmosphere of a venue has an effect on your performance and improvisation?
CW: Oh yeah. I think when you are
improvising it has a huge effect. It affects
wharwe play, how we play, what tunes we
choose, or how we improvise. Because
we're dealing with sounds, so the way a
place sounds will affect the way we play
IT: So before going into the studio
how much material do you guys have prepared?
CW: Nothing, nothing at all. We just
roll tape and start playing as a trio. It's set
up in a way so that John (Medeski) and
Billy (Martin) can be in the same room and
John's amps are all kind of tucked away in
boxes and whatever just to get some good
isolation. And when I'm playing my
acoustic bass I'm in my own little room
too. But we can all see each other and bit
record and play until we feel like we're
done or want to" take a break. And this is
really where the music comes from for us
and where the sparks and, what we call, the
seeds of new tune ideas come from and not
from talking. We don't really get a lot out

of talking because we tend to misunderstand each other every time we talk. So the
best thing to do is just to play and to say,
"that sounds good, does it sound good to
you?" and we usually agree and continue
working on that.
TT: As a trio, you guys all play rhythm
instruments. The most obvious being with
you and Billy [Martin] and then also with
John's organ, if you think it's fair to call it
a rhythm instrument. How does rhythm fit
into the music you guys play?
CW: Well I think the organ is a percussion instrument. You can be incredibly percussive on it. And I think rhythm is really
where it all starts. Its kind of the most
important thing because in my opinion the
rhythm that you play, the phrasing that you
play, the" way the rhythms interact with
each other - if you have that, the harmony
kind of comes easy. You can hear the notes.
But if the groove and the rhythm aren't
there in the first place then - unless you're
playing something really abstract and
you're purposely playing something out of
rhythm - you're really missing something.
Billy has been great, because Billy Martin
was a percussionist, for a while he even
gave up the drum set and he was deep into
the Brazilian scene in New York City and
something about just playing percussion, I
think, really made him learn about the eight
note and how versatile it is. And if you listen to Brazilian music, and African music,
and Moroccan-music and all these sort of
Afro-based musics - the way they play the
eight note is so amazing. They're doing this
thing where its in between, sort of a, triplity eight and like a more straight, traditional, classical sixteenth note. And it's right in
between and it creates a feel to the music
that is really magical. And I think Billy,

some how, he got it, he learned it by just
playing percussion for a while. And over
the years that's sort of rubbed off and me
and John and we've created sort of a rhythmic language with each other.
7T: DJ Logic, another Inside the Music
veteran, has often been referred to as the
fourth member of the band as a common
guest on stage and in the studio. How does
his presence affect the music the band creates on stage?
CW: Well, in one sense, what's great
about Logic is that he doesn't affect it at all
because he knows how to slip in the cracks
of what we already do naturally, with the
three of us, and just add to it. We don't really feel that we have to change what we're
doing - that's why it felt so natural with
him because we'd just play and do what we
do. He starts throwing things in that kind of
inspire us and maybe we'll change because
we're inspired by some sound he has
going. But he just sort of adds to it and fills
it in. I think our music in general has a
sparseness to it because there's no guitar
and because it's a trio and because the key-..
boards can really create an open, more
mysterious sound. And it leaves room
either for your imagination or for another
musician to get in there and fill in the gaps
that we leave.
TT: This may be the stock question but
what kind of music are you listening to
right now and what influence is it having
on your music?
CW: Well I'm always listening to a
huge variety of music so it's like I'm never
- I'm not one of those guys that goes out
and buys the latest thing and then grooves
out on that for a week and then buys the
next latest thing. Like I was saying about
roots music — I'm always revisiting roots

music because I always get something out
of it, there is so much, its such a resources
for new ideas. So I'll go back and I'll listen
to, you know, I have all these old African
field recordings that I've collected over the
years and that we actually used to listen to
a lot back in the RV days and Billy of
course is kind of becoming a scholar on it,
in a way. He's writing a book on rhythm
and how all the African rhythms relate and
have influenced pretty much any groove
music you can find. So I'll go back and listen to that stuff - I'll play along with it or
I'll just listen to it for enjoyment, or I'll listen to some classic Brazilian music or some
hip hop or some old R&B like James
Brown and play along with it because
there's always something to learn; there's
always something inspiring there. God,
you know, it's endless. I'm making a record
right now with my brother, who is a great
guitar player and singer and songwriter, so
he's turning me on to songs and listening to
songs with more lyrics which I haven't
done a lot of because I've been in an instrumental band for the past 15 years. It's hard,
there's so much. I almost need a specific
genre, like what's your favorite R&B
record.
TT: To finish things up I have one more
question for you. Following the workshop
that you guys will be putting on there is a
dinner for the band and a few lucky Trinity
students and faculty. You mentioned earlier
that in the early days the band was really
into cooking and good food. What is your
favorite meal?
CW: My favorite meal? Wow, that's
like asking what your favorite music [...]
what matters most is that the ingredients
are really fresh and you trust who's in the
kitchen and you've got some good wine.

This Week gf Career Services
Education Career Fair What to do witk your major?
This is a gfxeat opportunity to gain exposure to a
•variety ol teaching careers, Meet witk representatives from 30 public schools at all levels. If
you want to fee a teacher this is the place to
start. Transportation not provided,
4:00-.—7:00 pm
Thursday, February 17
University of Hartford
Koraover Campus Center
— Great Room

n a Mfu&kiBbmkg C o u r se
The Columbia Publishing Course provides an
introduction to book and magazine publishing.
More than 100 publishing professionals come
to the course each summer to describe their work,
conduct workshops andseminars. A high percentage of coturse graduates are hired by publishers.
12:45—2:00 pm
Video Conference Rtn
February 2 3

Not sure wkat to do witk joxix major? Come
talk to me career specialist wko will offer
advice as to wbat career paths are available to
you based on your major. For underclassmen,
this is a great opportunity to develop ideas
tor majors based on your career aspirations.

12:00—1:00 pm
MatLer Dkin^ Hall
Tuesday & ^/edxiesday—Fefcruary 22 and. 23

Hartford 2005 Career Fair
Area's largest collegiate career fair, attracting students and. alumni from colleges and. universities
tkrougkout CT and MA. list of employers can be
round at http:/uhaweb.hartiord.edWcareer/Career
FairLink.html, Transportation not provided.

10:00-—2:00 pm
O'Cosmell Athletic Center
Saint Joseph College, West Hartford
Thursday, February 2 4
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6 p.m. - Feb. 17
Suffocation, Behemoth
Misery Index, Deviiinside, Cattle
Decapitation, Deadwait

6uAhne11 Events
Yankees vs. Red Sox.....Red Sox vs.
Yankees
7:30 p.m. Feb. 17
Five Comics Standing
8 p.m. Feb. 18

6 p.m. - Feb. 18
The Radiators
Gravity Days, Incognito
Bed, Federal Bison, Overlook,
Coriolis

Superspecs
Stealing From

Classifieds
Work
Around
Classes
This
Semester!!! Flexible
Schedules.
Evening and weekends available.
Customer sales/service. Good Pay.
No experience required. Great work
environment. Possible Scholarships
awarded. Ideal for all majors. All
Ages 18+ Certain Conditions apply.
Call for an interview today! 860-2420670
Spring Break 2005- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring oncampus reps. Call for group discounts. Information/Reservations 1800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com.
Roomate Wanted
Room for rent in Windsor, four bedroom house, 2 full bathrooms, 2 car
garage, hardwood floors, fireplace.
$500 per month, utilities included.
Exit 34 off 1-91. If Interested call; 860301-9470 ask for Hal.

Big Band Blast
8 p.m. Feb. 19
Prague Symphony Orchestra
8 p.m. Feb. 23
Rent
8 p.m. Feb. 24, 25, 26
2 p.m. Feb. 26
1 p.m. Feb. 27

Chapel Happenings
TUESDAY-February 15

FRIDAY-February 18

9:30 p.m. Banquet - Friendship Chapel

1:05 p.m. Muslim Prayers - Verger's Room
5 p.m. Quran Class - Verger's Room
7 p.m. Stations of the Cross - Roman
Catholic Ministry

WEDNESDAY - February 16
12 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass - Crypt
Chapel
4 p.m. Sacrament of Reconciliation (RC) Verger's Room
5 p.m. Carillon Lesson
6 p.m. Change Ringing Lessons

THURSDAY - February 17
12 p.m. Centering Prayer (RC) - Verger's
Room
6:30 p.m. ZEN Meditation - Crypt Chapel

Students,
Faculty: Advertise
in
Classifieds. Looking for babysitters
or someone to rake your leaves? Want
to sell furniture or appliances from
your dorm room? Job offerings?
Include your ad in our classified section for just 30 cents a word. E-mail
(inquiries
q
to tripod@trincoll.edu

SUNDAY - February 20
5:15 p.m. Vespers Service, in the Chapel
Music by Chapel Singers
Sermon by-Ann Bonner-Stewart,
Yale Divinity School
6:05 p.m. Holy Eucharist (spoken) - Crypt
Chapel
9:30 p.m. Recitation of the Rosary Friendship Chapel
10 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass

enrCched/ beyond/mea&vwe<:

--

PlecL&e/Vi&itour Web- zCte-out: www.trCntUfU/.edu/chapei/for'

Anonymous
wor&hCp

LVtffl
5 p.m.
Wednesday, February 23, 2005
The Wadsworth Atheneum, 600 Main St.

7 p.m.
Thursday, February 17, 2005
Washington Room, Mather hall
"Truth, Reconciliation, and Building Gender
Coalitions across Racial Lines."
Abstract: Naomi Tutu, born in Krugersdorp, South Africa, is
the Associate Director of the Office of international Programs
at Tennessee State University in Nashville. She has taught
courses on development; gender; and education in various
African universities, at the Universities of Hartford and
Connecticut and Brevard College in North Carolina. Tutu has
received numerous awards and honors from different organizations such as the California State Legislature, the
Kentucky State Branches of the NAACP, the Boston City
Council, Outstanding Youth Women of America, Who's Who
of Africans in America and Dollars and Sense magazine.
Co-Sponsored by the Multicultural Affairs Office, Women's
Center, TCBWO, Office of the Dean of Faculty, Student
Activities Office, Office of the President, imani, Greenberg
Center for Study of Religion in Public Life, international
Studies, Human Rights Program, WMGS, Tutorial College,
TWO, First-Year Program and Sociology Department

Collage: iCON
Sponsored by The Hartford and The Hartford Advocate
Icons... they don't make them like they used to. Marilyn... Brando...
Elvis... Cher... Where have you gone, Joe DiMaggio?
Vintage apparel optional. Being fabulous a must.
Experience an evening of conversation, cocktails, and cutting-edge
DJs as the Wadsworth Atheneum pays homage to the stars and starlets of the golden years of Hollywood. Mingle, dance, and sip while
you're surrounded by an atmosphere of high art and low necklines.
Tickets:
Advance: $10 adults, $5 members.
Door: $15 adults, $10 members.
Call (877) 600-6246 for information.
Corporate Members enjoy FREE general admission and 10% discoutn in the museum shop and The Museum Cafe.
Trinity College is a corporate member so flash your Trinity I.D.
Related web site: http://www.wadsworthatheneum.org

in Print
Iripod Valentines Classifieds
I^chel, y o u §?<§

the fcest
for oeiDg so

<Dear
the e-mail
was supposed
to be from
my account -

do

What can ( say good oi'
trin frin wouldn't be fhe
same without the most brutally realist girls- Zuleyka
and Stephanie. I hope ypu
have a wonderful V-Day

N/jy best
IntensLy
really
ing

Happy Uatentine's
Day to the only 20
people on campus
who (don't mind
spending 20 hours on
Oaienfine's day with!
Love, Eliza

~\o my amazing friends in

iSD't the

Tripod 6laff Tall2004,

iiigh
EJse
3C3
•
and
jJansen
116... y&u guys are the
hottest smartest and "
nwst interesting girls on
campus.

mere

fo 13h Claghorn- Our
Low is forewr -written to
the stars.

s**'*w'

oe

We love ISP.

the

best.
Thanks for working so hard
all semester.
J2ooe, Sileen

Low,
JWfflcfe
4V

Dear Brett,
Please stop sitting
next to me at lunch.

f~ you'w captured roy heart
•with your insane
hockey

'To a// my gaiitas! 9 /"f a
much! J^eis

Love,
Everyone

party if up
0/z

-

^

Dear
Features
Editors,
i know
you think I hate you.
Just so you understand, I do.
Love, Quark

Jason., you are the sexiest
. you light up
life!

if.

&

end:)

~\~o my girLies e>f summit

J-feppy Valentine's Vsy to
the fcest roomies
Low you girls

Happy
always.

ntine's Day
ren DeifzU!

Celebrate Random
Acts of Kindness
Day! Feb. 17 RAOK
on RAOK on! x2860

guys are

the
h<?ttest and sexiest
r^<7mies ever! I \cNe you
guys!

floppy
monderful

are red,
is grey,
you're the hottest hunk in
-E>ig

To all my friends. Happy
Valentine's Day. i hope that
this day brings you happiness and satisfaction. Love
you.

,
S... you're so solid. "We
heart you. We look for-\s?ard to wery "fhursday
night at S to share the
phenomenon that is the
OC -with you.

Louis Masur fhe passion of
my youth inclines me to
send you a happy
Ualentine's Day. i wish that

J-feppy Valentine's T>5>y-t©
my softbsll tesro!
I low §U
of you
9i)d can't
-wait to spend endless
hours Together. Low,
Churehie

many low women may fall
in your way. Be industrious!
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100 Years of the Tripod

Women's Hoops Drop Men's Squash Wins
Nail-Biter Against Bates National Championship
PATRICIA GLENNON
SPORTS WRITER

Maher led the team with 14 points while
senior Becky Bell scored 12 points and- he d
Last weekend, the Trinity Women's
two blocks. Cox finished the game with
Basketball team traveled to Vermont to
eight points, eight rebounds, three steals
face the Middlebury Panthers. Trinity shot
and two blocks.
28 percent from the floor and was never
On Saturday, Trinity faced Bates, the
able to recover from an early deficit as
number-one ranked team in the nation. It
Middlebury won the game 60-49. Sarah
was the last home game for seniors Becky
Cox '07 managed a
Bell and Jess Baker.
double-double, scoring
During
Bell's
12 points and grabbing
career at Trinity, she
10 rebounds in the conhas
compiled
an
test.
impressive personal'
Leigh
Melanson
stat sheet that includes
'07 added 11 points
836 points and 480
and six rebounds of her
total rebounds. Over
own
while
Mary
two seasons at Trinity,
Lennick '07 and Cat
Baker has scored 507
Maher '07 contributed
points and 92 assists.
10
points
each.
In
the
game,
Trinity dropped to 9-10
Trinity did not seem
overall with the loss.
awed by Bates' rankThe next day,
ing and Cox set the
Trinity lost at Williams
tone early with a key
88-56. Maher scored
block which resulted
11 points and pulled
in a basket for the
down five rebounds,
Bantams. Trinity kept
Melanson scored 11
the
score
close
points and added 4
throughout the whole
rebounds, and Lennick
game with an aggresscored 10 points and
sive offense and a stelhad four assists; -The
lar defense that kept
Bates' scoring to a
Bantams dropped to 25 in the NESCAC after
Chuck Pratt minimum,
the road trip.
Cat Maher'07 takes rt up strong.
The first half
This past Friday, Trinity attempted to
against Bates was arguably the best basketbreak their losing streak with a home game
ball the women played all season and the
against Tufts. It was not meant to be, however, and Trinity was outscored 76-53.
see DESPITE on page 22

Upcoming Events
THE, EEB. 15
Men's Basketball vs. Hunter (7 p.m.)
FRI, FEB. 18
Men's Squash Five-Man Team Championships (TBA)
Women's Squash @ Princeton - Howe Cup National
Championships
Men's Hockey vs. Tufts {7 p.m.)
Women's Hockey @ Colby
Women's Swimming and Diving @ Middlebury NESCAC Championships
SAT, FEB. 19
Men's Basketball vs. Wesleyan - NESCAC
Quarterfinals (3 p.m.)
Women's Basketball @ Bowdoin - NESCAC Quaterfinals
Men's Squash Five-Man Team Championships (TBA)
Women's Squash @ Princeton - Howe Cup National
Championships
Wrestling @ J&W - NECCWA Championships
Men's Indoor Track @ Tufts - New England Div. HI
Championships
Women's Indoor Track @ Smith - New England Div. En
Championships
Men's Hockey vs. Connecticut College (7 p.m.)
Women's Hockey @ Bowdoin
Women's Swimming and Diving @ Middlebury NESCAC Championships
SUN, FEB. 20
Men's Squash Five-Man Team Championships (TBA)
Women's Squash @ Princeton - Howe Cup National
Championships
Wrestling @ J&W - NECCWA Championships
Women's Swimming and Diving @ Middlebury NESCAC Championships

STARK TOWNEND '99
' position'and Rohan Hxmeja '02 overpow:
SPORTS EDITOR ered Harvard's Dave Beitchman attfae nnmWhat a, difference a season makes.
Actually, in Trinity Men's Squash's, case,
make that two seasons, for that is how far
back their disappointing losses to Harvard
have gone in the NISRA finals. Having lost
by an overall score of 5-4 in. both of the previous campaigns, Head Coach Paul
Assaiante and Ms Bantams decided that
they had had enough, and they marked this
season as their breakout effort. With a stalwart core of veteran leadership and a bevy
of fresh young talent, this team seemed
almost destined to reach their goal of-finally overcoming Harvard's reign atop the
nation's squash competition. And that is
exactly what they'did, pulling off the defeat
of the Crimson in the NISRA Men's Team
Championship last weekend in convincing
fashion.
Before facing Harvard Trinity annihilated Williams by. a -9-0 score setting the
stage for a match-up with rival Princeton in
the semi-finals, Not to worn'. Highly
ranked Princeton fell to the Bantams 9-0,
and all that stood in Trinity's way was an
appropriate ..date with Harvard in the final,
the third consecutive time these two had
met there.
Not only did the pull off the win, which
cannot be defined as an upset.due to
Trinity's dominance of the regular season.
but the absolutely 'demolished a very strong
Harvard squad 8-1. Playing in front of a
very partial Cambridge, Massachusetts
crowd, Trinity set tlie tone for the match
right away as the All-American Preston
Quick '00 won his match at the number 4

.berSspbt.
" ' . ; , •
Harvard however, did not appear to be
willing to let its five-year hold on the
national title slip away easily.. Senior captain Tim Wyant defeated Trinity's Akliil
Bchl '02 in he number 2 match, and it
appeared as if the Crimson might be sneaking "back into the thick of things. That's
when Trinity senior co-captain Charlie
Saunders '99 delivered what Assaiante;
would later call "the key to victory."
'
Playing in his final collegiate match-;
along with co-captains Ian Coaway '99 and,
Joe Pentland '99, Saunders emerged victorious after snapping a 13-13 draw at 2 games
to 1. Re-establishing Trinity's momentum.
Saunders* win at the number 6 position gave
notice that this Trinity squad was most certainly for real, and their lead was one thatj
they would never relinquish.
j
From that point on it was simply domi-i
nation on the part of Trinity, as Marcus j
Cowie *00 wqn his match at number one.
Also winning were number three Leila:
Ragonste '02, Rohan Bhappu '02, Pentland
" and Loua Coetzee '01 all winning their
matches.
This is a milestone, not only tor Trinity
athletics, but also for collegiate squash.
Trinity is the first non-Ivy team to win the
national title since i960, and they are the
• first nation champions in the school's history. Their 17-0 record is also the best the
program has ever seen, and it is therefore
fair to say, that this is the best squad
see FROM on page 22

Bantams Suffer Tough
Losses at Tufts and Bates
continued from page 24
20 points, including four three-pointers and
•Robert Taylor HI '07 finished with 10
points, seven rebounds and three blocks.
"The Tufts game was simply a lack of
focus," said co-captain Jesse Farrell '05.
"We played very hard in the first half but
then did not execute down at the crucial
parts of the game. Tufts played well but we
lost the game for ourselves." •
The Bantams dropped to 17-5 overall
and 6-2 in the league with the loss. The
Jumbos improved to 15-8 overall and 7-1
in the NESCAC.
On Saturday, the team traveled up to
Lewison, Maine to take on the Bates
College Bobcats.
Unfortunately the
Bantams lost 69-67 at the buzzer and
picked up its second loss in as many days.
The Bobcats hit an 18-foot jumper from the
wing as time expired to give Bates the win.
"This game was the other way around,"
said Farrell. "We didn't play great defense
in the first half and then came back from 17
down to take the lead. It was a tough and
disappointing loss."
Rhoten led all Bantams with a gamehigh 18 points and eight boards, while
Taylor HI scored 13 points. Hasiuk added
10 points. Trinity is now 17-6 overall and
closes the NESCAC season with a 6-3
league mark and has qualified for the
NESCAC Tournament.
Trinity will be the number four seed in
the tournament and will host fifth seed
Wesleyan in the first round on Saturday

•f

•'
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Patrick Hasiuk '07 looks for his shot
Feb. 19.
"At the end of the road trip I know, as a
captain, what our capabilities are," stated
Farrell. "It's going to be a tough road in the
NESCACs but I would go to battle with
these guys any day."
The Bantams will play their last game
before the NESCAC tournament on
Tuesday Feb. 15 against Hunter College at
the Ray Oosting Gymnasium.
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Women's Squash Men's Hockey Ties j From the
Ends Dual Season Middlebury 4-4 Archives
continued from page 24

the match."
Senior Lynn Leong and tricaptain Maria Restrepo '06
closed the deal for the Bantams
with quick 3-0 wins out of the
number one and five spots respectively.
Leong, Restrepo and fellow
tri-captain Larissa Stephenson
'07 won their matches during the
second round of matches after

route to an 8-1 final score.
Sophomore Sihoban Knight, tricaptain Margot Kearney '06 and
freshman Hadley Schroll all
blanked their opponents from the
six, seven and nine spots on the
ladder.
Thus the Bantams will,
receive the third seed in the Howe
Cup bracket and will play the
number-six seed—who as it turns
out will be UPenn—in the first

"What we learned from the Harvard
and Yale losses was about mental preparation"
- Head Coach Wendy Bartlett
Viadehi Reddy '07 and Lauren
Polonich '08 posted victories during the earlier play.
Even after the win at
Princeton, the Bantams ultimate
goal was not completed. If the
Bantams were to lose at Penn the
following day, they would most
likely have been the number-four
seed in the Howe Cup, forcing
them to most likely play Yale in
the semi-finals.
A win, however would assure
Trinity of a much easier road to
the finals against the number six
and two seeds.
From the moment the
Bantams stepped onto the court,
the match was never in doubt.
Trinity posted six 3-0 victories en

round. They will then advance on
to play the winner of the HarvardBrown match in the semi-finals.
"We wanted either the two or
three seed so we could play
Harvard again in the Semi-finals
and then go to the Finals," Coach
Bartlett said.
She continued to say that
while Yale is the best team in the
nation, they are not that dominant, only beating Harvard by a
slim margin and at this point
before the tournament gets started, anyone can win the National
Championship.
All the matches will be played
at Princeton next weekend, starting Friday and continuing until
the finals are held on Sunday.

continued from page 24

1:06 after he had scored his
team's first goal, Gilchrist tipped
teammate Brian Phinney's slapshot past Trinity goaltender Doug
Kisielius '06.
Gilchrist and Kisielius put on
quite the showing of individual
performances, carrying their
respective teams on their proverbial shoulders.
Gilchrist would later go on to
score Middlebury's fourth, final,
and tying goal of the game, completing the hat-trick.
Earlier last week he scored
two goals against Wesleyan,
bringing his weeklong total to
five goals (14 on the season), and
earning him NESCAC Player of
the Week honors.
Kisielius' achievements in
Saturday's game are of equal
note. He had 42 saves on 46
shots, essentially neutralizing the
scary and relentless Panther
offense for most of the game.
Middlebury tied the game at
three goals apiece when defensemen Jacko DeCarolis blasted a
shot from center ice.
The Bantams were stunned
only briefly, if at all, by the
impressive Middlebury comeback.
Trinity had an answer of their
own. Only 40 seconds after the
Panthers tied the game, defense-

Despite Loss to Bates,
Women go to NESCACs
continued from page 21

crowd, which was the largest of the season,
matched the intensity of every possession.
Defense was the name of the game for
both teams as the Bants shot 32 percent
from the field and 25 percent from behind
the arc while holding Bates to 34 percent of
two-point attempts. Bates took a 32-31
lead into halftime.
Bates opened the second half with 5

Chuck Pratt

Rebecca Bell '05 drives past defender.
straight points to make the score 37-31, but
Trinity tied the score at 37 before three
minuets had passed in the second half.
With five minutes left in the game, Bell
fouled out and was given a standing ovation as she walked to the bench. Three
minutes later the score was tied when
Melanson made a pair of free throws to put
the Bantams ahead 67-65.
Bates immediately responded with a

two-point bucket and a full court press,
causing a Trinity turnover and a foul on the
ensuing fast break. Bates made both free
throws and with 24 seconds on the game
clock, the score was 69-67.
Trinity got the ball to Maher, who
drove to the basket and made a lay-up to tie
the score with 17 seconds left. Sarah Cox
deflected the Bates inbound and there was
a scramble to recover possession.
During the scrum, Trinity was called
for a foul and Bates made one of two free
throws to push the Bobcats ahead 70-69.
Melanson grabbed the rebound from
the second free throw and passed the ball to
Cox who heaved a desperation shot from
half-court which fell short.
"We knew going into the game that we
were going to have to play our hardest,"
Bell said. "At halftime we had a good shot
of winning the game, it just didn't work
out."
Melanson led the Trinity offense with
17 points, nine rebounds, five assists and
three steals, while Cox scored 16 points
and pulled down nine rebounds. Maher
and Lennick had 15 and 10 points respectively, while Becky Bell had nine points
and two rebounds.
The game was arguably the best play
seen from the Trinity women the whole
season. Each member of the Trinity squad
stepped up to face Bates but were unfortunate in the outcome.
Trinity finishes the regular season at 913 overall and 2-7 in the NESCAC while
Bates finishes at 22-1 overall and 7-1 in the
NESCAC. Trinity will travel to Maine to
face Bowdoin next weekend in the first
round of the NESCAC tournament.

man Greg Camarco "07 sent On
on a breakaway with a magnificent lead pass. Ori, always" a
dependable performer for the
Bantams, converted the goal.
Trinity managed to defend the
lead for most of the third period,
but could not squeeze out the win.
With only 2:58 left in regulation,
Gilchrist completed his hat-trick
by deflecting in a rebound from
the slot.
The Panthers oiitshot the
Bantams 15-6 in the third period,
and Cherry had 14 saves in the
final 49:36 for Middlebury. After
a scoreless and relatively
uneventful overtime, the game
ended in a 4-4 tie.
Saturday's
tie
against
Middlebury, combined with the
Bowdoin loss, clinches the top
seed in the NESCAC tourney for
the Trinity Men's Hockey Team.
The Bantams hold the tiebreakers
over Colby and Middlebury, who
each trail by four points in the
standings.
The rest of the NESCAC
tournament seedings are yet to be
determined, depending on how
the rest of the season plays out for
several teams.
The eight-team tournament
begins Saturday, Feb. 26. With
the top seed, the Bantams carry
home-ice advantage as far as they
go in the tournament.

continued from page 21

Trinity's long-standing tradition of
squash has ever possessed.
Trinity had defeated the
Crimson 8-1, silencing, critics who
said that the Bantams only preformed well in the regular seasonWhile the Bantams 14-0 mark during the regular season was tops in
the country, some still doubted
their ability when the pressure was
on. The Bantams left little to wonder about after their performance
at Cambridge.
For Trinity and Assaiante, this
marks the end of an era for men's
squash. All three seniors will
depart, leaving behind an unmistakable legacy of greatness which
will always be remembered.
However, the future is still bright
for these Bantams, as the nation's
top player returns in Cowie, and
Quick and a host of current freshmen will lead the way into the next
several campaigns. For now, however, this team is content to bask in
the glory of this national title victory, which they have waited an
extremely long time to achieve.
Unfortunately, the individual
tournament was a different story
for the Bantams. Seeded #+, Akhil
Behl was defeated in the semifinals by the #9 seed from Harvard.
Trinity's #1 player and former #1
nationally ranked Marcus Cowie
was upset in the quarterfinals.

A mentor has the ability to © c H T I the respect of First-Year
students by heiping them make a smooth transition to college.
Freshman often give their mentors QTQQ

i t for heiping them

feel more comfortabie at Trinity.
The mentor has the tools c H l C i resources to assist feilow
students to get the most from their tuition tt\OT\&Sf

by

encouraging them to take advantage of all of the opportunities
available at Trinity, both in and out of the classroom.

APPLY TO BE A FIRST-YEAR MENTOR.
EARN $3000 ! ! !
Interested Sophomores and Juniors
Please attend one of the information Sessions hosted by current Mentors

Wednesday, February 16th at 7pm - Rittenberg
Monday, February 21 st at 7pm - Rittenberg
Pick up an application in the First-Year Program Office (Jones Basement)

Applications Due by Friday, March ll th >2,2005
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Men's Squash Sails Past Princeton into Top Seed
The Bantams Earn Another Number-one Seed in the Potter Cup and Look for a Seventh Straight National Title
JON

SIMONIAN

SPORTS EDITOR
It was only, fitting that the Trinity
Men's Squash team end a season in which
they dominated every opponent with a
dominant victory over Princeton this past
Saturday in New Jersey.
The Bantams closed the book on the
2004-2005 dual meet season with an easy
8-1 victory over the fourth-ranked team in
the nation and extended their winning
streak to 122 matches in a row.
The Bantams' impressive run started
during the 1997-1998 season and is the
longest current winning streak of any varsity collegiate sport.
"This is the most satisfying year that
I've coached these boys," Head Coach Paul
Assaiante said. "It's because of the ownership these kids have taken of their team and
the ways the captains can communicate
with me and help make every decision."
Trinity was led by tri-captain Regardt
Schonborn '06 and sophomore Shaun
Johnstone who both comfortably won their
matches three-games to none out of the
number-two and three positions respectively.
Sahil Vora '07, gave up only two points .
en route to his win at the number-seven
position and junior Jaques Swanepoel was
able to pull an upset in the number-six spot,
easily beating an opponent who was ranked
ahead of him in the current national individual rankings. No match the entire afternoon was pushed beyond a fourth game to
be decided.
In the premier match of the afternoon,

Five-Man Team Championships are being
held at the Kellner Squash Center this
weekend—which the Bantams are using
for practice purposes only. The CSA Team

Trinity tri-captain Bernardo Samper '05
played valiantly, but was overwhelmed by
the top-ranked player in the-nation; twotime defending intercollegiate singles

"... in the dual season, there isn't as much pressure
because ... we're going to play everybody again, but in
the tournament, it's one and done" - Coach Assaiante
Championships (Potter Cup) will be held
next weekend at Harvard and the CSA
Men's Individual Championships the week
after that at Dartmouth.

champion Yasser El Halaby.
The end of the dual match season for
the Bantams is the beginning of the tournament season for the squad. The USSRA

wvvw.trincoll.edu

Tri-captain Bernardo Samper '05 led the Bantams to victory over Princeton.

We Accept
Hawk Cash

CHEESE PIZZA
14" Medium $8.99 16° Large $10.99
Additional Toppings: $1.00 on med. $1.30 on large
Bacon
Anchovies
Garlic
Hamburger
Mushrooms Onions
Ricotta
Sausage

Broccoli
Eggplant
Cherry peppers
Olivees
Pepperoni
Peppers
Spinach
Tomatoes

SHEET PAN PIZZA $ 1 6 . 9 9
Additional toppings $2.00 each {4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE)!)
$4.75 . . . . $9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75. .
. 9.50
4.75 .
. 9.50
4.75.
. 9.50
. 9.50
4.75.
.'9 50
4.75.
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75
9.50
4.75.
.9.50
4.75
9.50
4.99
9.98

CHICKEN SALAD.
$6.25
Chicken breast, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes
olives and cucumbers.
CHEF SALAD
$5.99
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumbers,
green peppers and olives.
ANT1PASTO
,'- $5,99
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant,
cucumbers, olives, green peppers and lettuce, Tomatoes
TUNA SALAD
$5.99
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers.
GREEK SALAD
.$5.99
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers.
CAESAR SALAD
$5.75
With Chicken Breast
^v$7.75
TOSSED SALAD
Large $4.99. . Small $2.25
French, Blue Cheese, Ranch, Thousand Island, Italian,
Creamy Italian, Greek, Caesar, Lite Kalian •
Extra Dressing
40
DESSERT
Cheese Cake $2.25
Chocolate Cake

HARTFORD

Carrot Cake
-

$2.99
$3.25

498B FARM1NGTON AVENUE

FREE DELIVERY 1U & * Pfya, fa 1&c Zest pike
With $7.00 Minimum Purchase

236-2616

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mo - Thr. - 11am.- 2am
Fit - S a t - 1 1 a m - 3 a m
Sunday -12noon - 2am.

Fried Chicken IL Seafood
Fried Shrimp
7.95
Fish & Chips...
7.95
4 Pieces Fried Chicken.
7.95
Served with coleslaw & French Fries

Buy a Large Cheese

I COMBO SPECIAL
i
|

SALADS

SIDE ORDERS
WINGS (Mild, HoLBBQ)
(10)
5.99
MOZZARELLA STICKS.
(8)
5.50
CHICKEN FINGERS
5.50
GARLIC BREAD WITH CHEESE. . . (16")
3.25
FRIES
2.25
FRIES/CHEESE
['. 2.99
ONION RINGS . .
2.25
CINNAMON STICS
' . . . 7 . . .'.".'.".'.'.".'.'.'.' 3.99
BREAD STICKS
2.99
CHIPS
..50

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

GRINDERS rwr
COOKED SALAMI
PASTRAMI
GENOA
HAM
TURKEY
PEPPERONI
ROAST BEEF
TUNA
COMBO (2 kinds of above)....
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA
CHICKEN CUTLET
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
VEAL PARMIGIANA
VEAL CUTLET
STEAK/CHESSE
MEATBALLS
,'.
SAUSAGE
.'".'.'
'. * '
Fish
B.L.T..
VEGGIE/CHEESE
ITALIAN

The success of the Trinity Squash program is evident especially during this part
of the season, where the importance of
every match is heightened and the pressure
is much greater.
While there is a great recent history of
Trinity's success in the National
Championships, no one is eager to jump
the gun.
Every member of the team is not satisfied with what has happened to this point
because they all realize what they have
without a National Championship: a disappointment.
Coach Assaiante commented on the
pressure of the tournaments: "We've beaten everybody once and the hardest thing to
do is beat somebody twice in the same year
... in the dual season, there isn't as much
pressure because we know that we're going
to play everybody again, but in the tournament, it's one and done."
Every team in the Potter Cup has to
play one match every day for three days
and it is important that the Bantams finish
off their first opponents quickly in order to
conserve energy for the Finals, which will
undoubtedly be an epic battle equivalent to
last year's match. .
In addition, the Potter Cup is being held
in Harvard, so the Trinity players will have
to deal with a hostile crowd even before
they reach the Finals.
"This team is really overachieving this
year," Coach Assaiante said. "I hope that
for these kids they get to taste the victory at
the end of the year because they really
deserve it."

i

with one Topping and get a
Second Large Cheese for

Large Cheese 10 Wings
(Fingers)
2 Liter Soda

$15.99

$6.99

FREE

$2.00 OFF

FREE

I

RANCH CHICKEN . . . MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Frssh Mozzarella, fresh chicken, garlic, onions
tomatoes, basted in ranch dressing.
HAWAIIAN.
MED$11.99 . . .LARGE $14.99
Pineapple and ham.

PASTA AND DINNERS

Includes salad and roll

Large Chesse
Pizza

Medium Cheese Pizza
or 2 Cans of Soda

and olive oil.

FREE

with any Large Cheese Pizza

YI

WHITE CLAM . . . . MED. $10.99 . . LARGE $12.99
Baby clams, romano cheese, gariic, parsley, oregano

Grinder and Get 1 BAG
of CHIPS & 1 Can Soda

2 LITER SODA

1

$1.00 OFF

Fresh Mozzarella,romanocheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil.

SPAGHETTI OR ZIT! WITH SAUCE
$6.50
SPAGHETTI OR 2ITI WITH MEATBALLS . . . 7.99
SPAGHETTI OR ZITI WITH SAUSAGE . .
7.99
EGGPLANT PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA . . .7.99
CHICKEN PARMIGIANA WITH PASTA
9.95
VEAL PARMfGIANA WITH PASTA
7.99
BAKED ZITi
.7.99
STUFFED SHELLS
7.99
MEATRAVIOLLI
7.99
CHEESE RAVIOLI
'.'.7.99

I

I
L
I
I

HOUSE SPECIAL. . . . .MED $11.99 URGE $15.99
Sausage, meatball, pepperoni, mushroom, onions,peppers.
CHICKEN PESTO
MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO
MED $12.99 LARGE $15.99
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes
basted in Pesto sauce.
WHITE PIE
MED $10.99. LARGE $12.99

Buy 16" Giant

Coupon can't be combined with any other offer. Must mention coupons when ordering
BEVERAGES Coke, Orange, Sprite, Lemonade, Pepsi
Snapple, Water, Orangina, Apple Juice & Orange Juice

Calzones

. $5.99

Made from fresh de-ugh andfiSedwith mozzarella chesse and a touch of ricotta.

Each additional item .75-
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Men's Hockey Clinches Top Spot in NESCAC
EAMONN BROWN
two of the nations top-ten
, SPORTS EDITOR Division HI hockey teams.
The Bantams, ranked sixth in
For the first time in history,
the Trinity Men's Hockey Team the nation, move to 17-2-2 overfinished atop the NESCAC regu- all, and 13-2-2 in the NESCAC.
Middlebury, ranked one spot
lar season standings.
Over the weekend, the below the Bantams at numberBantams traveled to Middlebury, seven in the nation, drops to 15-4Vt. to take on the Middlebury 3 overall and 9-7 in the league.
Panthers in front of 2,450 people
With the tie, the Bantams also
at the Kenyon Arena.
capped an eight-game unbeaten
Trinity tied the Panthers 4-4, streak. The game itself lived up
in this highly anticipated matchup to its hype as the first and only
between the league's elite, and match between Trinity and

www.trincoll.edu

Kevin Hathway '05 was part of TrinHy's solid offensive effort

Middlebury this season, with
three straight periods of intense
action.
Although their performance
thus far this season has been stellar, the Bantams left 'for Vermont
on Friday anticipating a fierce
inter-league battle. Not only did
the Bantams look to win on the
road against a nationally ranked
opponent, the Middlebury crowd
was enormous and the fans were
rowdy.
It could easily be said that,
despite their superior record and
ranking, Trinity was still not the
favorite going into Saturday's
game. Even the statistics show
that, in many ways, the Bantams
were up against significant odds.
Middlebury, for example, outshot Trinity 46-22, yet Trinity led
by as many as three goals, and
held the lead for the majority of
the first two periods.
Trinity first took the lead at
the midpoint of the first period
when forward Simon Dionne '07
put a slapshot from the right hand
side past Middlebury goaltender,
Yen I Chen.
Trinity scored again at 15:24
in the first period. This time,
Bantam
defender
Brendan

Timmins 06 took advantage and

www.trincoli.edu

Trinity tied Middlebury 4-4 in ahard-fought battle.
slid a rebound through the cracks from captain Joseph Ori '05, who
of a hard-fought and chaotic later added another assist and a
scramble in front of the net goal to his game totals.
Panther goal.
Minutes later, at 11:25 in the
At
this
point
Chen, second period, Middlebury's
Middlebury's man in goal, was leading scorer, forward Mickey
pulled after giving up 2 goals in Gilchrist, put the Panthers on the
15:24 and recording 8 saves. board by capitalizing on a 5-3
Ross Cherry tended the Panther powerplay.
goal for the remainder of the
Apparently, Gilchrist, a freshgame.
man, and the entire Middlebury
The second period started off team, had lots of answers, and
with much of the same. Trinity soon scored another goal. Only
forward Bryan Crabtree '06, finished from the slot off a great pass
see MEN'S HOCKEY on page 22

Women's Squash Wins Last Tufts, Bates Down
Two Matches, Gets Third Seed Men's Basketball
J O N SIMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR

Invitational helped them regain
momentum somewhat, they needed to test their newly developed
mental preparation against a quality opponent.
"What we learned from the
Harvard and Yale losses was
about mental preparation," Head
Coach Wendy Bartlett said. "We
have to concentrate on being
ready to play the match from now
on. We showed up at Harvard,
but we weren't prepared and we
learned from that."
Against
Princeton
on

Saturday, Trinity was able to
leave the Jawdin Courts with a
win thanks to their top five players, all of whom won their matches and gave the Bantams enough j
points to take the match.
"Princeton's strength is in
their depth. Our strength is in our
one through five players," Coach
Bartlett commented. "I knew that
some of the lower seeds could get
a win, but all we had to do was
win the one through five to win

For many teams that play
every week during a long season,
there comes a point where that
team needs to regroup and regain
some confidence that had been
lost in prior events. The team
must revert to the raw talent that
got them into their position and
trust it in order to get back on
track.
For the Trinity Women's
Squash team, that time was this
past weekend when they traveled
see WOMEN S on page 22
to Princeton and UPenn to play
their final two duals matches
before
the
National
Championships this week.
The Bantams recovered well
against the number four and six
ranked teams in the nation respectively, recording wins on both
Saturday at Princeton 5-4 and
Sunday at Penn 8-1.
Trinity's stumbles were well
documented against both Yale
and Harvard and while the three
www.trincoll.edu
wins the Bantams picked up after
the Harvard match in the Trinity Women's squash beat Princeton and UPenn over the weekend.

Read how "Women's
Basketball played
during the past two
weeks on page 21

CAT MAHER
points. Rhoten led his team with
SPORTS WRITER
14 points at the break.
On Tuesday Feb. 7, the Men's
A 9-0 run by the Jumbos early
Basketball team took on the visit- in the second half gave them coning Elms College Blazers. The trol of the game. They shifted a
Bantams entered the game ranked 51-51 tie into a 60-51 lead with
25th in the nation and defeated about 12 minutes remaining in the
the Blazers 72-65.
game. Trinity answered with basThe Blazers were leading 36- kets on its next two possessions to
30 when the teams went into the trail by four, 60-56, after a lay-up
locker room at halftime. Trinity by Kino Clarke '07.
took control in the second half
The Jumbos increased their
and sealed the win. Tyler Rhoten lead to 14 with another three at
'06 scored 20 points to pace the the 7:30 mark. The Bantams
Bantams and Patrick Hasiuk '07 were able to cut the margin down
dished out a game-high 13 assists. to nine, 78-69, on a Rhoten lay-up
Trinity improved to 17-4 with its at 5:20, but after the Jumbos hit
seventh straight victory while the two free throws at the other end,
Blazers dropped to 13-8.
the lead was 80-69. The Bantams
would
not come within 10 the rest
On Friday Feb. 10, the team
traveled to Medford, Mass, to of the game.
take on the Tufts University
The Jumbos held Trinity to
Jumbos. The Jumbos upset the just 31.9 percent field goal shoot22nd ranked Bantams 93-81, ing and Tufts finished with a 59causing Trinity to pick up its first 40 advantage in rebounds.
loss in eight games.
Rhoten finished with 25 points,
An intense first half ended in
10 rebounds, and three steals.
a 44 <\<\ tie. Trinity led by five Co-captain John Halas '05 scored
twice in the first half while the
see BANTAMS on page 21
largest Tufts margin was three

INSIDE SPORTS
Get this week's schedule of
games on page 21

Read about the weekend in
men's squash on page 23

Read about Triniuv
squash's fir>t national
championship on.
page 21

